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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new rewiring approach4
for distribution networks called randomized local rewiring (RLR).5
We evaluate the robustness of original and rewired distribution6
networks using new metrics and show that the choice of a net-7
work topology can affect its robustness considerably. Some supply8
and distribution networks exhibit characteristics similar to those9
of scale-free networks. Simulation results show that applying RLR10
to such distribution networks can improve the network robustness11
on the supply availability and network connectivity metrics when12
both random and targeted disruptions are likely to occur. A unique13
feature of our model is a tunable rewiring parameter, which makes14
it possible to design networks with the same performance on the15
supply availability, network connectivity, and average delivery ef-16
ficiency metrics in the presence of both types of disruptions. This17
paper will describe the robustness metrics and the new approach,18
illustrate the experimental results in the context of a military lo-19
gistic and a retailer’s distribution network, and discuss the in-20
sights gained about choosing the right topology for achieving higher21
robustness.22

Index Terms—Complex network, disruption, rewiring, robust-23
ness, supply distribution network, topology.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

OUR daily lives rely heavily on the distribution of goods26

and services, such as groceries, water, and electricity,27

through supply chains. With globalization and the development28

of information technology, supply-chain systems are becoming29

more complex and dynamic. Today’s supply-chain systems of-30

ten feature a network of interacting entities of different types,31

such as suppliers, manufacturers, retailers, and customers. Sup-32

ply chains, which represented linear flows of goods from sup-33

pliers to customers, are evolving into supply networks [1]. Since34

entities may take different forms in various application domains,35

we refer to them simply as nodes in a network. Here, we con-36

sider a supply network as a graph of nodes, where the nodes37

are generally of two types: supply (or supplier) and demand (or38
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requester) nodes. In this sense, these networks have heteroge- 39

neous nodes as opposed to conventional networks, where all 40

nodes are of one type, and hence, homogeneous. Most research 41

in the area of complex networks has focused on homogeneous 42

networks. However, it is important to note that notions of net- 43

work connectedness are different in these two types of networks. 44

Therefore, metrics of connectedness, such as path length and the 45

size of the largest component, may mean something different in 46

a heterogeneous supply network than they do in a homogeneous 47

network. Whereas connectedness in a homogeneous network is 48

measured by how a given node is connected to other nodes, in a 49

supply network, connectedness should focus on how a demand 50

node is connected to any supply node. For instance, if a demand 51

node is connected to other demand nodes only but isolated from 52

a supply node, then it should not be considered as connected 53

because no supplies can reach the demand node. 54

Moreover, large global supply chains or networks are often 55

embedded in dynamic environments and may face disruptions, 56

such as natural disasters, economic recessions, unexpected ac- 57

cidents, or terrorist attacks. A disruption may initially affect 58

or disable only one or a few entities in the system, but its im- 59

pact may propagate, sometimes even with amplifications [2], 60

among interconnected entities. Such cascading disruptions will 61

thus affect the normal operations of many other entities. Occa- 62

sionally, failures in a small portion of the system may cause the 63

catastrophic failure of the whole system [3]. Those events may 64

seriously disrupt or delay the flow of people, goods, informa- 65

tion, and funds, leading to higher costs or reduced sales [4] and 66

affecting a company’s long-term stock performance [5]. There- 67

fore, designing supply chains that are robust against disruptions 68

is a high priority concern, and it has drawn a lot of attention 69

from managers, shareholders, and researchers [6], [7]. 70

Traditional research on supply-chain disruptions often adopts 71

the risk management perspective and focuses on strategies and 72

technologies to identify, assess, and mitigate risks and problems 73

caused by disruptions [4], [6], [7]. However, even though re- 74

search has revealed that the topology of a supply network will 75

affect its robustness [8], subsequent research in this direction is 76

lacking. 77

In this paper, we will adopt the complex-network view of 78

supply chains and study the robustness of heterogeneous dis- 79

tribution networks, i.e., the downstream part of a supply net- 80

work whose main goal is to distribute goods or services, from 81

a topological perspective. In particular, we are interested in un- 82

derstanding how the network topology affects various metrics of 83

connectedness in a distribution network in the presence of both 84

random and targeted disruptions. In addition to developing new 85

metrics for supply networks, another goal in this research is to 86
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find a network design that can perform well under both random87

and targeted disruptions.88

A “full-spectrum” supply network is a large “ecosystem”89

with many actors, such as raw material providers, manufactur-90

ers, warehouses, distribution centers (DCs), and retailers. In91

this research, we will focus mainly on the distribution net-92

work in which manufacturers, distributors, and retailers have93

close interaction with each another. Thus, the managers of these94

organizations often have good knowledge of, as well as con-95

trol over, the network’s structure. Therefore, compared with96

the network from other parts of a supply network such as the97

procurement network, it is easier to change the topology of98

this part of an existing network or implement another network99

design.100

We believe that the topological perspective can help man-101

agers quickly evaluate the effectiveness of strategies to build a102

resilient1 distribution network. While building a new distribu-103

tion network from scratch is often a response to major disrup-104

tions [9], such as the Haiti earthquake and Hurricane Katrina,105

an organization may also take initiatives in rebuilding its supply106

network because today’s corporations have to respond to very107

dynamic global markets. In order to be competitive, they may108

need to “burn themselves down every few years and rebuild their109

strategies, roles, and practices” [10]. This includes rebuilding110

the corporation’s supply network [11]. Such active rebuilding of111

supply networks has been found in online retailers, chain retail112

stores, apparel manufactures, etc. [12]–[14]. The overhaul often113

aims at saving cost, improving responsiveness, raising customer114

satisfaction level, and so on.115

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first116

briefly review related research on the robustness of complex117

networks and distribution networks. Section III first proposes118

a new set of robustness metrics for heterogeneous distribu-119

tion networks. This section will also introduce a new rewiring120

approach for distribution networks called randomized local121

rewiring (RLR). Through computational simulations of a mil-122

itary logistic network and a retailer’s distribution network, we123

evaluate how our new model can help to improve the robustness124

of a distribution network in Sections IV and V. The paper will125

conclude with directions of future research.126

II. RELATED WORK127

First we briefly review related research on complex networks.128

Complex networks are defined as networks whose “physical or129

logical structure is irregular, complex, and dynamically evolv-130

ing in time” [15]. Research on complex networks has drawn131

growing interest during the past decades [16]–[18]. Researchers132

found that real-world networks, such as online social networks,133

the World Wide Web, and biological cellular networks, often134

have nontrivial and complex topologies that are different from135

lattice or random graph structures (with a Poisson degree dis-136

tribution). Scale-free [19] and small-world [20] are two well-137

known network structures that were proposed to represent the138

topologies of many real-world complex networks. Moreover,139

1Note that the terms resilience and robustness are used interchangeably in
this paper. We do not distinguish between them.

Fig. 1. Hierarchical distribution network.

some supply networks also show characteristics similar to those 140

of a scale-free network [21], [22]. Thus, in this paper, we will 141

study whether our new model can improve the robustness of 142

distribution networks with the two types of topologies. 143

Specifically, the robustness of complex network topologies 144

against normal failures and attacks has been analyzed. It has 145

been found that scale-free networks, which are a kind of complex 146

networks where the degree distribution follows a power law, 147

have very high tolerance against random failures, but are fragile 148

to disruptions that target the most connected nodes [23], [24]. 149

Compared with scale-free networks, random networks [25] are 150

less robust against random disruptions, but often have better 151

performance when important nodes fail. Grubesic et al. [26] 152

provided a review of approaches to assess network vulnerability 153

and robustness. 154

The research of Thadakamalla et al. [8] introduced the topo- 155

logical perspective into the study of the robustness of distri- 156

bution networks. The research argued that traditional supply 157

chains with hierarchical topologies are subject to disruptions. 158

For example, in the hierarchical distribution network in Fig. 1, 159

the failure of a single distributor disconnects about 25% of 160

the retailers from supplies. Using a military logistic network 161

as an example, the study compared the performance of distri- 162

bution networks with various complex network topologies in 163

two types of node-removal attack scenarios. The simulation re- 164

sults showed that the survivability of distribution networks is 165

improved by concentrating on the network topology. However, 166

the new network design proposed in this research is an ad hoc 167

model for military logistic networks only. Our research will fur- 168

ther extend this study and try to find a general design to improve 169

the robustness of distribution networks. 170

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 171

In this section, we first present the new taxonomy of robust- 172

ness metrics for distribution networks. It includes system- and 173

topology-level metrics, which reflect the heterogeneous roles of 174

different types of entities in distribution networks. Then, we in- 175

troduce a parameterized model that generates new distribution 176

network topologies by rewiring an existing one and evaluate 177

multiple distribution networks’ performance against disruptions 178

using our new metrics. 179
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Fig. 2. (a) and (b) Two sample distribution networks with the same number of
supply (S) and demand (D) nodes and edges. Network in (a) can maintain flow
of supplies better than the network in (b).

A1

A. New Robustness Metrics180

Robustness of a network is its ability to maintain opera-181

tions and connectedness when some structures or functions are182

lost [27]. A robust distribution network, whose main function183

is to deliver supplies in response to demands, should be able184

to maintain the flow of these supplies despite disruptions. Take185

the two illustrative networks in Fig. 2 as examples. There are186

two supply nodes, four demand nodes, and six edges in both187

networks. A demand node can get supplies from either sup-188

ply node. However, the two networks have different robustness189

against disruptions. For instance, if a supply node, say S2, fails190

because of disruptions, all demand nodes in the network shown191

in Fig. 2(a) can still access supplies from S1. Meanwhile, in the192

network shown in Fig. 2(a), the failure of S2 will interrupt the193

delivery of supplies to demand nodes D3 and D4.194

To measure the robustness of a complex network, we must195

first develop appropriate metrics. In most earlier research on196

the robustness of complex networks and supply networks, the197

evaluation of robustness often focuses on the largest connected198

component (LCC) in which there is a path between any pair199

of nodes [8], [23]. Most of the existing network metrics are200

standard topological metrics from graph theory, including char-201

acteristic path length, size of the LCC, average path length in202

the LCC, and the maximum path length in the LCC. Costa et al.203

provided a comprehensive survey of existing measurements for204

complex network [28]. Table I explains some of the commonly205

used metrics.206

These metrics assume that entities in a distribution network207

perform homogeneous roles or functions. However, in real-208

world distribution networks, different types of entities play dif-209

ferent roles in the system. Often times, the normal functioning of210

downstream entities may be highly dependent on the operations211

of upstream entities. As mentioned earlier, one of the fundamen-212

tal purposes of a distribution network is to deliver supplies from213

the supplier to the consumer. This type of “Supply–Demand”214

connection is the prerequisite for the flow of goods and services,215

and is critical for maintaining the operation of the distribution216

network.217

Take the military logistic network in [8] as an example. The218

network consists of battalions and support units, including for-219

ward support battalions (FSBs) and main support battalions220

(MSB). Support units play a different role from battalions in221

this network. Naturally, battalions cannot perform their military222

duties for long without receiving supplies from support units.223

Thus, a large connected component, in which there is no sup-224

port unit, or even where battalions are far from support units,225

should not be considered robust, as there is none or limited226

supply flow in such a subnetwork. Similarly, the distance be- 227

tween battalion and support units is generally more important 228

for a robust distribution network than the distance among bat- 229

talion units. Therefore, the heterogeneous roles (as supply and 230

demand nodes) of different types of entities in a distribution 231

network must be recognized when evaluating the robustness of 232

the distribution network. Although Albert et al. considered the 233

roles of power plants and substations in a power-grid network 234

when defining their connectivity metric [29], more systematic 235

formalization and analysis are still needed to find metrics to 236

reflect the robustness of distribution networks from more than 237

one perspective. Also, in their research, only the robustness of 238

a power grid was analyzed without offering any remedies. 239

The proposed taxonomy consists of system- and topology- 240

level metrics. Neely et al. proposed to use quality, flexibility, 241

time, and cost as four major performance metrics for supply 242

chains [30]. Although relying on topological measures, our met- 243

rics can also reflect some aspects of those four performance 244

metrics. 245

First, we introduce supply availability as a critical robust- 246

ness metric for distribution networks because it shows whether 247

entities in the network can get its requisite supplies to main- 248

tain normal operations. The inability to deliver goods to those 249

who need them is a failure, which will affect the quality of the 250

distribution network [31]. At the topological level, availability 251

can also be interpreted as supply availability rate, which is the 252

percentage of demand nodes that have access to supply nodes 253

through the network. 254

Consider a supply network as an undirected, unweighted 255

graph G(V,E) with node set V and edge set E, where ei,j ∈ E 256

denotes an edge between nodes vi, vj ∈ V . As shown in (1), 257

V is the union of two nonoverlapping subsets of demand and 258

supply nodes (sets VD , VS ), assuming a node cannot play both 259

roles in the supply distribution network. Then, (2) defines the 260

set of demand nodes that have access to supply nodes in the 261

network, where pathi,j denotes a path between nodes vi and vj . 262

Thus V ′
D is the set of demand nodes that have access to supply 263

nodes through the supply network. Consequently, the supply 264

availability AV for a distribution network is the ratio between 265

the cardinalities of sets V ′
D and VD [see (3)] 266

V = VD ∪ VS , where VD ∩ VS = φ (1)

V ′
D = {vi ∈ VD | ∃ vj ∈ VS : ∃ pathi,j} (2)

AV =
|V ′

D |
|VD | . (3)

The second metric we introduce is network connectivity. 267

Clearly, the connectivity of the whole network is very important. 268

On one hand, a well-connected network provides better access 269

flexibility [32] because there are more options for routing, or 270

rerouting, the delivery of goods to more customers, if supply 271

or demand patterns change or unexpected events occur. On the 272

other hand, flows of goods or services are often limited and less 273

fluid in networks that are partitioned into small components. In 274

complex network research, network connectivity is usually mea- 275

sured by the size of the LCC in which there is a path between 276

every pair of nodes. Here, we incorporate the idea of availability 277
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TABLE I
SOME STANDARD METRICS FOR NETWORK ROBUSTNESS

into this metric and use the size of the largest functional sub-278

network instead of the size of the LCC. For the supply network279

G(V,E), its largest functional subnetwork is defined as the node280

set Vsub . Nodes in the largest functional subnetwork satisfy the281

following two requirements282

∀vi, vj ∈ Vsub : ∃ pathi,j and ∃ vk ∈ Vsub : vk ∈ Vs. (4)

The difference between the old and the new metrics is that283

there must be at least one supply node in the largest functional284

subnetwork. A subnetwork of a distribution network cannot285

function or maintain the supply flow without a supply node in it.286

When nodes fail during disruptions, a distribution network that287

features a larger functional subnetwork can maintain a higher288

level of connectivity, and is considered more robust.289

The third and fourth new metrics are both related to delivery290

efficiency. While availability describes whether supplies can be291

delivered to a demand node from a supply node, it does not mea-292

sure how “efficient” the delivery is, in terms of lead time and293

transportation cost. One way to measure delivery efficiency is294

by the distance between supply and demand nodes. Intuitively,295

a shorter distance often means that goods can be delivered faster296

and cheaper, and thus, the network is more efficient. For net-297

works with homogeneous nodes, Latora and Marchiori [33]298

proposed the network-efficiency metric that is based on char-299

acteristic path length. However, in a heterogeneous distribution300

network, the distance between demand nodes is not as important301

as the distance between supply nodes and demand nodes.302

Consequently, we propose two new delivery-efficiency met-303

rics, which are based only on supply-path lengths, rather than304

all path lengths as in [33]. In a distribution network, a supply305

path for a demand node refers to the path between this demand306

node and a supply node. Then, the average (across all demand307

nodes) of a demand node’s shortest supply-path length to its308

nearest supply node, defined as AVG DIST in (5), is a measure309

of how fast supplies can be delivered to demand nodes across310

the distribution network. We use the reciprocal of the average311

as a metric for efficiency [defined as BEST DEF in (6)] so that312

a higher value corresponds to supplies being nearer and the313

network being more efficient.314

AVG DIST =
1

|V ′
D |

|V ′
D |∑

i=1

min{distance(vi, vj ),∀vj ∈ VS},

where vi ∈ V ′
D (5)

Fig. 3. (a) and (b) Two simple supply networks with supply nodes (denoted
with S) and demand nodes (denoted with D). Each edge represents a distance
of 1.

BEST DEF =
1

AVG DIST

=
|V ′

D |∑|V ′
D
|

i=1 min{distance(vi, vj ),∀vj ∈ VS}
,

where vi ∈ V ′
D . (6)

Efficiency BEST DEF answers the question “how far away 315

are the nearest supply nodes from demand nodes in the net- 316

work?” This is essentially the best case scenario for a demand 317

node to access supplies. What about the average case, since all 318

demand will clearly not be filled by the nearest source of sup- 319

ply? Perhaps, one might be tempted to consider the average of 320

shortest supply-path lengths between all pairs of connected de- 321

mand nodes and supply nodes. However, such an average fails 322

to capture the number of supply nodes that are accessible from 323

a demand node. In fact, with this average, demand nodes that 324

can access more supply nodes often look worse than those that 325

can access fewer supply nodes, as illustrated in the following 326

example. 327

Fig. 3 shows two simple distribution networks. In the net- 328

work shown in Fig. 3(a), demand node D1 has access to two 329

supply nodes S1 and S2, with supply-path length of 1 and 330

2, respectively. D2 is in the same situation. In the network 331

shown in Fig. 3(b), both demand nodes D3 and D4 can ac- 332

cess only one supply node S3 with supply-path length of 1. 333

There are four demand–supply pairs in the network shown in 334

Fig. 3(a), namely, D1–S1, D1–S2, D2–S1, and D2–S2. The av- 335

erage shortest supply-path length is (1 + 2 + 2 + 1)/4 = 1.5. 336

In the network shown in Fig. 3(b), there are two such pairs, 337

D3–S3 and D4–S3, with an average shortest supply-path length 338

of 1. Although the network shown in Fig. 3(a) has a longer av- 339

erage supply-path length, its supplies are often considered more 340

“accessible,” because if a demand node is able to access more 341

supply nodes, it clearly suggests that average delivery efficiency 342
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TABLE II
TAXONOMY OF THE NEW ROBUSTNESS METRICS FOR DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS

is greater. Of course, there is a tradeoff between having access343

to two supply nodes, each at a distance of 10 (or 100), versus344

one supply node at a distance of 1.345

Thus, we introduce a new metric called average delivery346

efficiency that combines both the number of supply nodes that347

can be accessed by a demand node and also the distance at which348

each supply node is located. It is based on inverse supply-path349

length calculation. For demand node Di , its average delivery350

efficiency AVG DEFDi
is defined in (7), where k is the total351

number of supply nodes that Di can access. The supply nodes352

are sorted based on their shortest distance to the demand node,353

ties being broken arbitrarily. Thus, disti,j represents the shortest354

path length from Di to its jth nearest supply node. For example,355

disti,2 is the shortest supply-path length from demand node356

Di to its second nearest supply node. The exponent f(j) is a357

weighting factor to specify the relative importance of shortest358

supply paths j among the k shortest supply paths to k supply359

nodes360

AVG DEFDi
=

k∑
j=1

[(
1

disti,j

)1/f (j )
]

. (7)

While one could define a weighting factor f(j) in many ways,361

it is reasonable to argue that f(j) should bea nonincreasing362

function of j, because the distance to a nearer supply node is363

often considered more important than that to a farther supply364

node. As 1/disti,j ≤ 1∀i, j, the lower the exponent f(j) is, the365

lower the (1/disti,j )1/f (j ) is. For example, if f(1) = f(2) = 1,366

then equal importance is assigned to both the first and second367

shortest supply paths. However, if f(2) is reduced to 0.5 and368

f(1) is kept as 1, then it suggests that the weighting factor for369

the second path is lower, reflecting the lesser importance of370

the second shortest path as compared to the shortest one. In371

general, different f(j) may be customized for different supply372

networks in various domains. For example, the function f(j)373

may vary from an exponential to a linear or sublinear decreasing374

function. (see Appendix A for desirable properties of a metric375

like AVG DEF.)376

Consequently, the average delivery efficiency for the whole377

distribution network, defined as AVG DEF in (8), is the average378

of AVG DEFDi
over all demand nodes in the network. Naturally,379

a higher AVG DEF value corresponds to greater efficiency. 380

AVG DEF =
1

|VD |

|VD |∑
i=1

AVG DEFDi
. (8)

Here, we show how AVG DEF is calculated for the network 381

in Fig. 3(a). We use f(j) = 1/j, thus f(1) = 1 and f(2) = 0.5. 382

Then, AVG DEF = (1 + 0.52 + 1 + 0.52)/2 = 1.25. 383

Overall, these metrics reflect the heterogeneous roles of dif- 384

ferent types of entities in distribution networks and improve our 385

ability to measure supply network robustness. Thus, we believe 386

the new taxonomy is more systematic and realistic as compared 387

to the metrics used in [8]. Table II summarizes our new metrics. 388

One might also combine these metrics into a single objec- 389

tive function in order to optimize the overall performance of a 390

network, if the context in which a specific distribution network 391

operates is known. For instance, a weighted linear combination 392

of the four metrics may serve as an overall robustness metric. 393

However, we decided to use multiple separate metrics instead 394

of a single composite one so as to gain a better understanding 395

of a supply network’s performance from different perspectives. 396

B. New Rewiring Approach for Distribution Networks (RLR) 397

Different ways to connect nodes in a network (often called 398

network growth in the literature) will lead to different network 399

topologies [34]. For example, preferential attachment of new 400

nodes with an existing node generates the scale-free topology 401

[19]. Connecting any two randomly chosen nodes in the network 402

with a predefined probability will create an Erdos–Renyi random 403

(ER-random) network [25]. Thadakamalla et al., also presented 404

a military logistic network model that uses arbitrary numbers 405

of edges and ad hoc attachment rules for battalions and support 406

units [8]. 407

Our new model, based on the rewiring of a distribution net- 408

work, is called RLR. To rewire a distribution network using 409

RLR, we iterate through all edges, and consider the pairs of 410

nodes at both ends of an edge. With a predetermined rewiring 411

probability pr , an edge will disconnect from one of its two 412

endpoints—the one with higher degree. Then, the other end- 413

point of the rewired edge will rewire the edge to connect with 414

a randomly chosen node within a radius of dmax . Unlike the 415
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Fig. 4. Pseudocode for the algorithm to generate the RLR network topology.

Thadakamalla model [8], this model does not require spe-416

cial attachment rules for different types of military units and417

may be applied to existing distribution networks with various418

topologies.419

The rewiring probability pr essentially determines how much420

rewiring will occur. On one hand, if pr = 0, no rewiring will421

take place and the network remains unchanged. On the other422

hand, if pr = 1, all edges will go through this random rewiring423

process. The other parameter, maximum rewiring radius dmax ,424

imposes a practical constraint for rewiring. In the context of a425

distribution network, a node may not be able to connect to any426

randomly selected node at will because the establishment of a427

connection between two nodes is often associated with cost.428

Connecting two nodes that are closer to each other is gener-429

ally more economical. Thus, the upper limit on the rewiring430

radius reflects this preference on locality. When implementing431

the algorithm, the radius can be either physical distance (say, in432

miles), or topological distance (in number of hops/edges).433

In general, the rewiring process aims at adding randomness in434

a controlled way to a distribution network. A higher pr value will435

lead to more rewiring, and thus, introduce more randomness,436

while a lower dmax will impose more control over rewiring.437

Fig. 4 shows the pseudocode for rewiring a network with RLR.438

It uses a function called “Rewire” that disconnects an edge from439

an existing node, and reconnects the remaining node (vtoKeep )440

of the edge to a new node (vnew ) chosen at random, provided441

vnew is not a direct neighbor of vtoKeep .442

C. Simulation-Based Approach443

Lacking access to a large real-world distribution network that444

can be rewired and disrupted at will for experiments, we must445

rely on computational simulations. The simulation enables us to446

generate different distribution networks with various topologies 447

and configurations and to apply the RLR approach to various 448

network topologies to see whether rewiring can help to improve 449

the robustness of distribution networks. 450

We also need a model to simulate disruptions. In the literature 451

on network robustness, two types of disruption scenarios based 452

on node removal are commonly studied: random and targeted. 453

In random disruptions, each node has the same probability of 454

failure. This scenario often corresponds to accidents (e.g., fires 455

and power outrage), and unexpected economic events (e.g., re- 456

cessions and bankruptcy). To simulate random disruptions, we 457

randomly remove nodes from the network. Edges that are con- 458

nected to them are also removed. 459

On the other hand, in targeted disruptions, important nodes are 460

more likely to be disrupted than unimportant ones. Examples 461

of targeted disruptions include terrorist and military attacks, 462

which often target critical entities in the system such as network 463

hubs. Among many metrics to measure a node’s importance in 464

a network, we chose the widely used degree centrality in line 465

with the earlier research [8] [23]. In other words, we assume 466

that the higher the node degree is, the more important it is. The 467

reason for picking degree as the indicator of importance is that 468

node degree is easier for attackers to find. High-degree nodes 469

are often more visible because they are in contact with many 470

other nodes [35]. Other centrality measures, such as closeness, 471

betweenness, and eigenvector centrality [36], require knowledge 472

of the network topology, which is usually difficult for attackers 473

to obtain. To simulate targeted disruptions, we remove nodes 474

in the order of decreasing node degree. In addition, because 475

the removal of one node will affect the degree of some other, 476

we recalculate the degrees of remaining nodes after each node 477

removal. This dynamic update ensures the removal of the node 478

with the highest degree in the remaining network. 479

Note that the focus of our study is the robustness of distri- 480

bution networks, and hence, we only consider disruptions at 481

the supply nodes, or supply disruptions. Disruptions at demand 482

nodes are not relevant for our purposes. 483

IV. EXPERIMENT FOR A MILITARY LOGISTIC NETWORK 484

In this section, we analyze how a RLR rewiring affects the 485

robustness of distribution networks with the well-known, scale- 486

free, and small-world topologies. Using an experiment for a 487

military logistic network, we describe our method for evaluat- 488

ing and comparing the robustness of different military logistic 489

network topologies using simulations. The results will be illus- 490

trated and discussed. 491

A. RLR Scale-Free Networks 492

1) Simulation Setup: The simulation scenario is based on 493

the military logistic network example in [8]. In this network, 494

demand nodes are battalions. We also consider MSBs and FSBs 495

as supply nodes for simplicity. The supply network consists of 496

1000 nodes, including 166 supply and 834 demand nodes. The 497

supply–demand ratio was estimated from a real-world military 498

logistic system [8]. RLR rewiring is performed with different 499

probabilities and the robustness of the so called RLR scale-free 500
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of simulated 70-node, 120-edge supply networks with various topologies. (Supply nodes are denoted in black and demand nodes are in white.)
(a) ER-random supply network. (b) Scale-free supply network. (c) RLR scale-free supply network (pr = 0.25).

Fig. 6. Distribution of the four simulated supply distribution networks with
1000 nodes each.

networks is analyzed. To better illustrate the robustness of dif-501

ferent distribution networks, we will also include an ER-random502

network in the comparison. For each supply network topology,503

we will first construct the network using the military logistic net-504

work configuration. Then, we will simulate disruptions to those505

networks and observe their responses on our aforementioned506

robustness metrics.507

We did not include the Thadakamalla model [8] in the com-508

parison because it often makes battalions the network hubs, i.e.,509

nodes with very high degrees, in the resulting supply network.510

This is not desirable because although a battalion can occasion-511

ally forward supplies to other battalions, it is not the primary task512

of a battalion, and a battalion should not forward supplies more513

than MSBs and FSBs do. Thus, we expect such a configuration514

to be rarely used in real-world military logistic systems.515

When RLR rewiring the military logistic network, we assume516

that all the military units are deployed in a battlefield and close517

to each other. Thus, when generating a RLR scale-free network,518

the distance between units is not a significant factor for se-519

lecting nodes as rewiring destinations. In other words, we set520

the maximum rewiring radius in the RLR approach to infinity521

(dmax = ∞) so that a rewired edge can randomly select a new522

destination node among all other nodes.523

For illustrative purposes, we show the snapshots of three524

70-node, 120-edge military logistic networks with ER-random,525

scale-free, and RLR scale-free (with pr = 0.25) topologies in526

Fig. 5(a)–(c). Fig. 6 illustrates the Ln–Ln degree distributions527

of the three networks.Q2 528

In our simulation, we remove eight nodes, about 5% of all529

the supply nodes, between successive observations. Because530

most attacks in a real-world network will disrupt only a rela- 531

tively small number of nodes, we simulate disruption scenarios, 532

where the percentage of supply nodes removed lies in the 0%– 533

20% range. During the process of node removal, we track the 534

robustness metrics for each network topology. When evaluat- 535

ing the average delivery efficiency of supply networks, we use 536

f(j) = 1 for (7), i.e., assigning equal importance to all sup- 537

ply paths. This experiment is repeated for various topologies in 538

order to facilitate a comparison among them. To ensure a fair 539

comparison, each network topology will have the same number 540

of nodes and edges. The average degree is kept at 3.6 edges per 541

node in our simulations so as to correspond with the military 542

supply network in [8]. 543

2) Simulation Results for Random Supply Disruptions: 544

Fig. 7 shows the responses to random disruptions of six net- 545

work topologies, including scale-free, ER-random, and four 546

RLR scale-free networks with various pr . The horizontal axes 547

denote the percentage of supply nodes removed, while the ver- 548

tical axes are values of the topology-level robustness metrics 549

proposed earlier in this paper. As one would expect intuitively, 550

the performance of all networks decreases when nodes are re- 551

moved from the network. The ER-random has the least value for 552

all four metrics, with small slopes and lower initial values. The 553

scale-free supply network excels in delivery efficiency (both, 554

best and average). Higher rewiring probabilities for RLR scale- 555

free networks lead to better availability and connectivity, but at 556

the cost of delivery efficiency. 557

Surprisingly, we find very good performance from the totally 558

rewired scale-free network, i.e., RLR scale-free with pr = 1, 559

which incorporates some level of random attachment in all its 560

edges. Fig. 7(a) and (b) reveals that random disruptions to 20% 561

of its supply nodes have negligible impact on its supply avail- 562

ability, which hardly decreases even 1%. Network connectivity 563

is also well preserved as almost all the remaining nodes are still 564

connected in one functional subnetwork. 565

3) Simulation Results for Targeted Supply Disruptions: Ar- 566

guably, robustness against targeted disruptions is more impor- 567

tant than against random disruptions because targeted disrup- 568

tions are usually more damaging than random ones. Also, mil- 569

itary logistic networks often face more targeted than random 570

attacks from opponents. Fig. 8 shows the responses of the six 571

network topologies to targeted disruptions. Similar to Fig. 7, the 572

horizontal axes denote the percentage of supply-node removal, 573

while the vertical axes are the topology-level robustness metrics. 574

As expected, robustness of all the four supply networks suffers 575
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Fig. 7. Various military logistic networks’ responses to random supply disruptions. Average of 20 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

Fig. 8. Various military logistic networks’ responses to targeted supply disruptions. Average of 20 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

different levels of deterioration when compared with the case of576

random disruptions.577

For the scale-free network, its supply availability and net-578

work connectivity deteriorate very rapidly. Although the scale-579

free network still maintains the highest efficiency at the early580

stage of disruptions, the deterioration rates on the two efficiency581

metrics are higher than for the other topologies. For example,582

scale-free networks have the highest average delivery efficiency583

when no disruption occurs, 47% higher than that of the ER- 584

random network. However, as supply nodes are removed, the 585

average delivery efficiency falls the fastest for scale-free, which 586

is a major drawback. When 10% of the supply nodes are re- 587

moved, scale-free already has lower average delivery efficiency 588

than ER-random. An additional 10% removal will make the av- 589

erage delivery efficiency of scale-free 27% lower than that of 590

ER-random. Generally, the performance of scale-free seems to 591
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Fig. 9. Various military logistic networks’ responses to random supply disruptions. Average of 20 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

confirm earlier research that it is very fragile to targeted disrup-592

tions [23].593

At the other end of the spectrum, the ER-random network594

deteriorates slowly with increasing failure rate on all the four595

metrics, but it still suffers from poor initial values. For instance,596

even though its rate of decrease in best delivery efficiency is597

much lower than for the scale-free and several RLR scale-free598

networks, 20% supply node removal is still not enough for the599

ER-random to catch up with the other topologies on the delivery-600

efficiency metrics.601

As for the RLR scale-free supply network, it still offers better602

availability and connectivity than scale-free. Its availability and603

connectivity also increase when using higher rewiring proba-604

bility pr . The supply availability and network connectivity of605

the RLR scale-free network with pr ≥ 0.5 are also higher than606

ER-random when 0%–20% of the supply nodes are removed. In607

terms of the efficiency metrics, its performance generally lies in608

between the scale-free and the ER-random, although the RLR609

scale-free with pr = 1 slightly outperforms the ER-random in610

average delivery efficiency. Higher pr not only leads to a lower611

initial delivery efficiency values but also to slower deterioration612

rates. Take average delivery efficiency as an example. At theQ3 613

very beginning, the scale-free (pr = 0) has the highest aver-614

age delivery efficiency and the ER-random the least. Most RLR615

scale-free networks fall between the two, and rewired scale-free616

with higher pr have better initial efficiency than those with lower617

pr . As supply nodes are removed, the gaps in average delivery618

efficiency get smaller. After 10% of supply-node removal, the619

RLR scale-free with pr = 1 actually has the best average de-620

livery efficiency, better than the scale-free, the ER-random, and621

other rewired scale-free with lower pr .622

B. Rewiring Small-World Networks With RLR 623

As we mentioned earlier, besides the scale-free topology, an- 624

other popular complex network topology is the small-world [20], 625

which features high clustering coefficients and low character- 626

istic path length. The degree distribution of a small-world net- 627

work is also more uniform than the highly skewed power law 628

distribution. Adopting the simulation settings in Section 4-A1, 629

we generate a small-world military logistic network using the 630

model proposed in [20], apply RLR to the small-world network, 631

and compare the robustness of the original small-world logis- 632

tic network with that of the rewired ones (referred to as RLR 633

small-world networks). 634

Fig. 9 illustrates the robustness of the military logistic network 635

with the small-world topology and RLR small-world networks 636

with various pr when random disruptions occur. RLR small- 637

world networks dominate the original small-world networks on 638

all four metrics. Higher rewiring probability pr generally leads 639

to better performance. The advantage of RLR small-world net- 640

works mainly lies in their good initial performance, especially 641

on the metric of best delivery efficiency. In terms of the rates 642

of performance deterioration when supply nodes are removed, 643

RLR small-world networks are only slightly slower than the 644

small-world network on the metrics of network connectivity 645

and average delivery efficiency. 646

The five networks’ robustness against targeted disruptions 647

(shown in Fig. 10) is similar to that against random disrup- 648

tions. Although the performance of all the distribution networks 649

deteriorates slightly faster than in random disruptions, more 650

rewiring still helps RLR small-world to become more robust 651

than small-world. 652
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Fig. 10. Various military logistic networks’ responses to targeted supply disruptions. Average of 20 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

C. Discussion653

According to our simulation study, rewiring a distribution654

network with RLR will affect its robustness in different ways.655

We first discuss the case when RLR is applied to a military656

logistic network with the scale-free topology. Comparing the657

scale-free distribution network with rewired RLR scale-free net-658

works, we found that there is no optimal network topology that659

dominates all others on every metric in both supply disrup-660

tion scenarios. Some earlier conclusions about the robustness of661

scale-free networks still hold in our heterogeneous military lo-662

gistic networks. For example, while a scale-free network is able663

to maintain good average delivery efficiency in random disrup-664

tions, its robustness against targeted disruptions is unacceptable665

with low supply availability and network connectivity. Although666

its initial delivery efficiency values are better than other topolo-667

gies, they deteriorate rapidly when high-degree supply nodes are668

disrupted.669

Now, we turn to RLR scale-free networks. Recall that the670

rewiring probability pr is tunable: a lower pr will retain more671

aspects of the original topology, while higher pr will add greater672

randomness. One advantage of RLR scale-free with high pr , say673

0.75 or 1, is that very high supply availability and network con-674

nectivity are maintained in both random and targeted disruptions675

(even as high as 20%). However, its delivery efficiency is often676

not as good as for the other topologies, even with a low rewiring677

probability, in both disruption scenarios. While topologies such678

as scale-free and ER-random are usually robust against one type679

of disruption but fragile to another type, RLR scale-free networks680

have the unique property that their behaviors on all four met-681

rics are relatively consistent in both types of disruptions, which682

gives rewired scale-free balanced robustness against both types683

of supply disruptions.684

In addition, for RLR scale-free networks, better performance 685

on availability and connectivity is often gained at the cost of 686

delivery efficiency. This tradeoff, together with the tunable 687

rewiring probability, provides another way to balance a dis- 688

tribution network’s robustness. If availability or connectivity is 689

more important than delivery efficiency for a distribution net- 690

work, an RLR scale-free distribution network with high rewiring 691

probability will be preferred. Conversely, for networks in which 692

delivery efficiency is critical, an RLR scale-free distribution net- 693

work with low rewiring probability may offer a better choice. 694

Another interesting issue pertains to the RLR scale-free net- 695

work with pr = 1. Since it randomly rewires every edge in 696

the scale-free network, one might expect it to approach a ran- 697

dom network. However, the ER-random network, which is con- 698

structed in a purely random manner, does not demonstrate 699

its well-known robustness against targeted disruptions in our 700

heterogeneous distribution networks. Although the ER-random 701

network generally features low performance deterioration rates 702

when supply nodes are removed (in both random and targeted 703

disruptions), it is outperformed by the RLR scale-free network 704

with pr = 1. 705

Then, what are the differences between the two supply net- 706

work topologies? The experimental results suggest that the ad- 707

vantage of RLR scale-free with pr = 1 mainly lies in its initial 708

performance. In an ER-random network, edges between any 709

pair of nodes are established based on a predetermined proba- 710

bility. We fear this growth model may leave some nodes with 711

no connection at all. 712

To confirm our conjecture, we drew the degree distributions 713

of simulated ER-random, scale-free, and RLR scale-free with 714

pr = 1 networks in Fig. 11. All three simulated networks have 715

1000 nodes and 1815 edges. The horizontal axes denote the 716
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Fig. 11. Degree distributions of simulated supply distribution networks (pr =
1 for the RLR scale-free supply network. All networks have 1000 nodes and
1815 edges).

degree of nodes, while the vertical axes reflect the probability717

of finding a node with a given degree. One might observe in718

Fig. 10 that some nodes have degree 0 and are thus isolated from719

other nodes in the ER-random network. Such isolation directly720

affects its initial values on the metrics. As a comparison, the721

simulated scale-free network has almost no zero-degree node,722

but features few nodes with very high degrees. The RLR scale-723

free network takes some advantage of the scale-free network’s724

good initial performance by using a scale-free network as the725

basis for rewring. As a result, the RLR scale-free has few, or726

none, disconnected nodes.727

Moreover, the degree distributions of simulated RLR scale-728

free networks are in accord with our theoretical analysis in729

Appendix B. Compared with the simplified RLR scale-free net-730

work with pr = 1 in Appendix B, the simulated rewired one with731

pr = 1 in Fig. 11 has a much shorter right tail and exhibits a732

near-Poisson degree distribution. The degree distribution of the733

simulated RLR scale-free supply network and its performance734

in the simulations also validate our earlier hypothesis regarding735

its networks’ topology and robustness. In addition, some may736

notice that the degree distribution of the scale-free network in737

Fig. 11 features fewer 1◦ nodes than 2◦ nodes. This is different738

from the monotonically decreasing distribution of the scale-free739

network in Appendix B. The low probability for 1◦ nodes can740

be explained by the simulation setting: each new node initiates741

an average of 1.8 edges in the simulation, and thus, very few742

nodes have only one edge in the resulting network.743

In contrast with the tradeoffs between scale-free and RLR744

scale-free, when RLR rewiring is applied to a military logistic745

network with small-world topology, its impact is very positive.746

RLR small-world networks can help to improve the original net-747

work’s robustness against both random and targeted disruptions,748

reflected by their very good performance on all four robustness749

metrics. Meanwhile, similar to RLR scale-free, the performance750

of RLR small-world distribution networks is also consistent in751

random and targeted disruptions.752

In sum, when applied to scale-free networks, RLR rewiring753

is able to represent both the preferential and random attach-754

ment networks at the extreme rewiring probabilities pr = 0 and755

pr = 1, respectively. Varying pr between 0 and 1 generates756

Fig. 12. Ln–Ln degree distribution of the retailer’s distribution network in
California. It has two scale-free parts. Hence, we call it quasi-scale-free.

intermediate supply networks that can balance the robustness 757

between scale-free and random distribution networks. When ap- 758

plied to small-world distribution networks, RLR can improve the 759

robustness against both random and targeted disruptions, with 760

higher pr leading to better performance. 761

V. EXPERIMENT FOR A RETAILER’S DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 762

To further evaluate the performance of the RLR approach, we 763

conducted another experiment and applied the model to a com- 764

mercial distribution network—a leading retailer’s distribution 765

network in the state of California. Different from the synthe- 766

sized scale-free or small-world military logistic networks, the 767

retailer’s distribution network does not conform to any estab- 768

lished complex network topology, and thus, provides a more 769

realistic test bed for RLR. 770

A. Simulation Setting 771

The distribution network consists of 185 nodes, including 2 772

warehouses (both are located in southern California), 7 DCs, and 773

176 stores. We also have the address of each node, and are able to 774

calculate the physical distance between any two nodes. As this 775

three-level structure is also quite similar to the military logistic 776

network in the earlier experiment, we consider warehouses and 777

DCs as supply nodes and are stored as demand nodes. On the Q4778

basis of the retailer’s rule of building a distribution network, we 779

are able to generate a distribution network with the following 780

realistic configuration: 1) the two warehouses are connected; 781

2) each DC randomly connects to one or two warehouses and 782

two other DCs; 3) each store uses preferential attachment to 783

connect to a one or two DCs within a radius of 300 miles. Ten 784

percent of all stores are able to connect directly to a warehouse. 785

The degree distribution of the retailer’s distribution network 786

(shown in Fig. 12) is a combination of two power laws. This is 787

because the roles of nodes in the somewhat hierarchical distribu- 788

tion network polarize the node degrees. Lower in the hierarchy, 789

stores’ degrees are in the range of 1–3, and follow the power 790

law distribution (on the left), while DCs and warehouses gen- 791

erally have degrees higher than 12, and their node degrees are 792

reflected in the power law distribution on the right. Even though 793

this network is not a scale-free or small-world network, we can 794

still apply the RLR approach and rewire it. 795
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Fig. 13. Various retail distribution networks’ responses to random supply disruptions. Average of 30 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

As California is very large and the retailer’s facilities are796

located all across the state, our RLR approach in this experi-797

ment will consider the radius limit when rewiring edges. While798

robustness is important, the cost to operate the distribution net-799

work is also a major concern for the retailer. It is expensive to800

rewire an edge and connect a store in southern California, an801

area with several DCs, to a DC in northern California 600 miles802

away. In this experiment, we set the maximum rewiring radius803

dmax = 300 miles so that an edge’s rewiring destination must804

be within a physical distance of 300 miles from the node that805

the edge currently attaches to.806

In the experiment, we also consider both random and tar-807

geted disruptions to the distribution network. While random808

disruptions can happen in any distribution network, this re-809

tailer’s distribution network may also face targeted disruptions.810

As a major retailer with hundreds of billions of annual sale811

around the world, the company is a strategic target for terrorist812

attacks and cyber attacks [37], which tend to aim at warehouses813

and DCs that play more important roles in the network. Also,814

some of the retailer’s highly connected warehouses and DCs815

are located near the coast of southern California, an area that is816

more subject to earthquakes and tsunamis than other areas in the817

state.818

In our simulation, we removed five supply nodes (out of819

nine)—one at a time between successive observations. During820

the process of node removal, we track the robustness metrics821

for each network topology. While evaluating the supply net-822

works, we also set f(j) = 1 in (7) for average delivery effi-823

ciency. We apply the RLR approach with four different rewiring824

probabilities (pr = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1) to the original net-825

work (pr = 0) and compare the robustness of rewired networks826

(referred to as RLR retail networks) with the original one.827

B. Experimental Results 828

Figs. 13 and 14 show the performance of the five distribution 829

networks against random and targeted disruptions, respectively. 830

The horizontal axes denote the number of supply nodes that 831

have been removed, and the vertical axes are the topology-level 832

supply-network robustness metrics. As one can see, the results 833

are similar to those for the military logistic network. 834

The original distribution network is able to maintain very 835

good delivery efficiency in both types of disruptions. Its deliv- 836

ery efficiency does not change when supply nodes are removed 837

because, as noted earlier, nodes in the network generally follow 838

a hierarchical structure. Stores only connect to DCs or ware- 839

houses, but do not connect to other stores. Thus, if a store can 840

still access a DC or a warehouse after disruptions, the clos- 841

est DC or warehouse is always the store’s immediate neighbor. 842

However, when disruptions happen, the network is fragmented 843

easily and many stores lose access to DCs or warehouses, as 844

shown by its very fast deterioration in network connectivity and 845

supply availability, especially in targeted disruptions. 846

In summary, the experiment on the retailer’s distribution net- 847

work also reveals that no network topology can dominate all 848

others on every metric, but it is important to understand the 849

tradeoffs that are involved. The experiment also validates the 850

advantage of RLR retail networks on supply availability and 851

network connectivity, as well as its stable performance in both 852

random and targeted disruptions. 853

As mentioned earlier, some retailers may adjust or rebuild 854

their distribution networks to adapt to the changing market con- 855

ditions. Our approach offers a simple yet effective heuristic 856

strategy to improve the distribution network’s robustness on 857

supply availability and network connectivity. A manager of the 858

distribution network can add some controlled randomness into 859
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Fig. 14. Various retail distribution networks’ responses to targeted supply disruptions. Average of 30 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

the existing network by rewiring edges. The manager can select860

new destination of a rewired edge among nodes that are not861

too far away from the remained node of the edge. The tunable862

rewring probability and the maximum rewiring distance also863

allow the retailer to balance the distribution network’s availabil-864

ity/connectivity and delivery efficiency on the basis of robust-865

ness requirements and the operation budget.866

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK867

In this paper, we study the robustness of heterogeneous distri-868

bution networks against supply disruptions from the perspective869

of complex network topologies. We first propose the new tax-870

onomy of distribution-network robustness metrics to reflect the871

fact that nodes play heterogeneous roles in a distribution net-872

work, which is not the case for many other networks. Hence, the873

notions of robustness change. The taxonomy consists of system-874

level metrics, including supply availability, network connectiv-875

ity and delivery efficiency, and corresponding topology-level876

metrics. The second contribution of this paper is the new RLR877

approach, which is based on probabilistic and localized rewiring878

of a distribution network. Such rewired distribution networks879

rewired with the RLR approach with various rewiring probabil-880

ities have some nice robustness properties under both random881

and targeted supply disruptions. In our experiments, we ap-882

ply the model to military logistic networks with scale-free and883

small-world topologies and the retailer’s distribution networks884

to compare the robustness of original and rewired networks in885

detail using computational simulations. The results suggest that886

the rewired distribution networks generally have stable robust-887

ness against both types of disruptions.888

We found that the choice of distribution network topology 889

affects its robustness, and the proposed RLR approach can im- 890

prove the robustness of a distribution network in supply avail- 891

ability and network connectivity, and is a good option in situa- 892

tions where both random and targeted disruptions can occur. We 893

also compared the effect of varying the rewiring probability pr 894

on the performance. Increasing pr , i.e., bringing more controlled 895

randomness into the network, generally leads to better supply 896

availability and network connectivity, but at the cost of delivery 897

efficiency, if the original network has a nonuniform or skewed 898

degree distribution. This is intuitively meaningful. To decide 899

the optimal value for pr , a designer or manager should consider 900

the tradeoff between the higher costs of accessing supply nodes 901

because of longer distances when pr is high versus the cost of 902

stock outs, if some nodes cannot obtain supplies when pr is low. 903

Although we use a military logistic network and a retailer’s 904

distribution network as two case studies from different indus- 905

tries, the taxonomy of robustness metrics and the RLR approach 906

may also provide insights to the study and design of robust dis- 907

tribution networks in other domains or industries. Specifically, 908

our approach provides a simple strategy for supply-chain de- 909

signers or managers to adjust or fine-tune existing distribution 910

networks and get balanced robustness on the four new metrics 911

when both random and targeted disruptions are likely to happen. 912

Our simulation platform also provides the basis for the future 913

development of a decision support tool. Such a tool will help 914

managers to: 1) evaluate the robustness of an existing supply 915

network; 2) assess how possible rebuilding strategies affect the 916

resulting network’s robustness; and 3) quickly make rewiring 917

decisions when disruptions occur. In addition, the research may 918

also be applicable in other complex networks whose operations 919

rely on the delivery of people, information, goods, or services 920
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between entities with heterogeneous roles. Example networks921

with similar features may include communication networks such922

as the Internet (with servers and clients), and infrastructure net-923

works such as power grids.924

There are several areas that we would like to address in fu-925

ture. First, in our simulation of disruptions, we only consider the926

removal of nodes, which corresponds to the failures of entities927

in a supply network. Actually, a real-world supply network may928

also face disruptions of connections, e.g., a road block may force929

a manufacturer to find an alternative path to deliver the goods.930

Thus, it would be useful to study the removal of edges from931

the supply network. Second, our analysis of robustness in this932

paper is only on the topological level. Nevertheless, the design933

of supply networks in the real world needs to consider more934

operational level factors and constraints, such as the capacities935

of supply nodes, the needs of demand nodes, and the cost of936

transportation. Thus, we also plan to apply network optimiza-937

tion techniques to robustness analysis so that this research can938

provide better decision support.939

Third, as suggested in earlier research [38], we would also940

like to study the effect of adaptive behavior, such as increased941

capacity and new delivery routes, on the distribution network942

robustness in the presence of disruptions. Fourth, this research943

classifies nodes in a distribution network into two roles: sup-944

ply and demand nodes. While this classification is simple and945

straightforward, it may overlook the diversity of node roles in946

a supply network. By incorporating more heterogeneous roles947

into this research, we will be able to improve the validity of948

our conclusion. Other possible research directions include a949

more analytical study of the robustness of networks rewired950

with RLR, and the cascading failures of nodes caused by load951

redistribution [39].952

APPENDIX A953

PROPERTIES OF A GOOD METRIC FOR AVERAGE954

DELIVERY EFFICIENCY955

The average delivery efficiency metric must integrate in the956

evaluation both the number of accessible supply nodes and the957

length of supply paths to those supply nodes. For demand node958

Di , its average delivery efficiency AVG DEFDi
must satisfy the959

following three requirements (under the reasonable assumption960

that higher average delivery efficiency is better).961

1) If two demand nodes can access the same number of962

supply nodes, the metric should favor the one with963

shorter supply-path length. For example, given two de-964

mand nodes Dp,Dq ∈ VD , both nodes can access m sup-965

ply nodes S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm ∈ VS with shortest supply-path966

lengths lp,1 , lp,2 , . . . , lp,m and lq ,1 , lq ,2 , . . . , lq ,m , respec-967

tively. Then, the average delivery efficiency value of the968

two demand nodes must satisfy the following equation:969

If ∀i ∈ [1,m], lp,i ≤ lq ,i ,

then AVG DEFDp
≤ AVG DEFDq

. (9)

2) The metric should provide some reward to a demand970

node that can access more supply nodes. For instance,971

demand node Dp ∈ VD can only access supply nodes 972

S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm ∈ VS with shortest supply-path lengths 973

lp,1 , lp,2 , . . . , lp,m . Demand node Dq ∈ VD can also ac- 974

cess these m supply nodes, with shortest supply-path 975

lengths lq ,1 , lq ,2 , . . . , lq ,m , respectively. However, Dq can 976

also access k, where k ≥ 1, additional supply nodes 977

Sm+1 , . . . , Sm+k ∈ VS with shortest supply-path lengths 978

lp,m+1 , . . . , lp,m+k . Then, the following equation must 979

hold: 980

If ∀i ∈ [1,m] : lp,i = lq ,i ,

then AVG DEFDp
< AVG DEFDq

. (10)

3) The metric must be able to handle the situation when a 981

demand node is not connected to any supply node, i.e., its 982

shortest supply-path length to any supply node is infinity. 983

If demand node Dp ∈ VD cannot access any supply node, 984

then AVG DEFDp
= 0. 985

APPENDIX B 986

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DEGREE DISTRIBUTION FOR 987

SIMPLIFIED RLR SCALE-FREE NETWORKS 988

In networks with homogeneous nodes, degree distribution is 989

often closely related to the network’s robustness [23]. Now, let 990

us briefly look at the degree distribution PRL(k) of a simplified 991

RLR scale-free network with n nodes and m edges. Assume 992

P (k0) = k−r
0 is the degree distribution of the scale-free net- 993

work generated with the preferential attachment model [19]. 994

The maximum node degree is D and the rewiring probability 995

is pr . Then, we have (11), where Pdiscon(x, k0) is the prob- 996

ability that x edges are disconnected from a node with degree 997

k0 ; Pnew (k − k0 + x,mpr ) is the probability that among all the 998

mpr edges to be rewired, k − k0 + x connect to the same node. 999

Both probabilities are based on binomial distributions 1000

PRL(k) =
D∑

k0 =0

P (k0)

[ k0∑
x=0

Pdiscon(x, k0)Pnew (k − k0 + x,mpr )
]
. (11)

For the purpose of simplicity, we assume that when rewiring 1001

an edge, we randomly choose one end to disconnect and set 1002

dmax = ∞. Using this simplified rewiring, we have 1003

Pdiscon(x, k0) =
(

k0

x

) (pr

2

)x (
1 − pr

2

)k0 −x

(12)

Pnew (k − k0 + x,mpr )

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
mpr

k − k0 + x

)(
1

n − 2

)k−k0 +x(
1 − 1

n − 2

)mpr −k+ko −x

,

if k − k0 + x ≥ 0

0, otherwise.

(13)
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Fig. 15. Inferred degree distributions of scale-free and three simplified RLR
rewired scale-free networks.

The expected value of Pdiscon(x, k0) is E(Pdiscon(x, k0)) =1004

k0pr/2. This means that a node with degree k0 in the1005

scale-free network will on average lose k0pr/2 edges in1006

the rewiring process. The expected value of Pnew (k − k0 +1007

x,mpr ) is E(Pnew (k − k0 + x,mpr )) = mpr/(n − 2). As1008

n � 2, E(Pnew (k − k0 + x,mpr )) ≈ mpr/n, where m/n =1009

〈k0〉 is the average degree in the network. We can then infer1010

that a node in the original scale-free network will, on aver-1011

age, get 〈k0〉 pr new edges in the rewiring process. As a result,1012

a node with original degree k0 will on average have degree1013

k0 + 〈k0〉 pr − k0pr/2 after rewiring. In the rewired network,1014

a node with original degree k0 > 2 〈k0〉 will most likely have1015

lower degree, while a node with original degree k0 < 2 〈k0〉will1016

generally get higher degree.1017

Using (11)–(13), we can infer the degree distributions of sim-1018

plified rewired networks. In Fig. 15, we draw the inferred degree1019

distributions of three simplified rewired networks, each with1020

different rewiring probabilities. The horizontal axes denote the1021

degree of nodes; the vertical axes reflect the probability that a1022

node has a given degree. As a comparison, we also include the1023

scale-free network with degree distribution P (k) = k−2.9 [19].1024

Each network has 1000 nodes and 1815 edges. The maximum1025

node degree D is set to 70, but Fig. 15 only shows probabil-1026

ities for node degrees up to 12, because the probabilities for1027

still higher degrees nodes is very small. As the figure shows, a1028

higher rewiring probability for the simplified rewired network1029

will lead to fewer high-degree nodes and more nodes with low1030

and medium degrees. The degree distributions of rewired net-1031

works generally become less skewed than that of the scale-free1032

network. As the rewiring probability increases, the degree dis-1033

tribution of a simplified rewired scale-free network gradually1034

approaches a Poisson distribution.1035

Recall that in the RLR approach, instead of randomly choos-1036

ing which node to disconnect, we actually disconnect an edge1037

from the node with higher degree, which means high-degree1038

nodes would lose and low-degree nodes would gain more edges1039

in the rewiring process. As a result, the degree distribution of a1040

RLR scale-free network should be more homogeneous than that1041

of a simplified rewired network with the same rewiring proba-1042

bility, which means a RLR scale-free network will have many1043

nodes with medium degrees and few nodes with high or low1044

degrees. Earlier research on networks revealed that robustness 1045

in the presence of targeted failures increases when nodes have 1046

similar degrees [23]. Thus, we hypothesize that RLR scale-free 1047

should have better robustness than scale-free networks in tar- 1048

geted supply disruptions. We will validate this hypothesis with 1049

our simulations of specific distribution networks. 1050
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Achieving High Robustness in Supply Distribution
Networks by Rewiring

1

2

Kang Zhao, Akhil Kumar, and John Yen, Fellow, IEEE3

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new rewiring approach4
for distribution networks called randomized local rewiring (RLR).5
We evaluate the robustness of original and rewired distribution6
networks using new metrics and show that the choice of a net-7
work topology can affect its robustness considerably. Some supply8
and distribution networks exhibit characteristics similar to those9
of scale-free networks. Simulation results show that applying RLR10
to such distribution networks can improve the network robustness11
on the supply availability and network connectivity metrics when12
both random and targeted disruptions are likely to occur. A unique13
feature of our model is a tunable rewiring parameter, which makes14
it possible to design networks with the same performance on the15
supply availability, network connectivity, and average delivery ef-16
ficiency metrics in the presence of both types of disruptions. This17
paper will describe the robustness metrics and the new approach,18
illustrate the experimental results in the context of a military lo-19
gistic and a retailer’s distribution network, and discuss the in-20
sights gained about choosing the right topology for achieving higher21
robustness.22

Index Terms—Complex network, disruption, rewiring, robust-23
ness, supply distribution network, topology.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

OUR daily lives rely heavily on the distribution of goods26

and services, such as groceries, water, and electricity,27

through supply chains. With globalization and the development28

of information technology, supply-chain systems are becoming29

more complex and dynamic. Today’s supply-chain systems of-30

ten feature a network of interacting entities of different types,31

such as suppliers, manufacturers, retailers, and customers. Sup-32

ply chains, which represented linear flows of goods from sup-33

pliers to customers, are evolving into supply networks [1]. Since34

entities may take different forms in various application domains,35

we refer to them simply as nodes in a network. Here, we con-36

sider a supply network as a graph of nodes, where the nodes37

are generally of two types: supply (or supplier) and demand (or38
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requester) nodes. In this sense, these networks have heteroge- 39

neous nodes as opposed to conventional networks, where all 40

nodes are of one type, and hence, homogeneous. Most research 41

in the area of complex networks has focused on homogeneous 42

networks. However, it is important to note that notions of net- 43

work connectedness are different in these two types of networks. 44

Therefore, metrics of connectedness, such as path length and the 45

size of the largest component, may mean something different in 46

a heterogeneous supply network than they do in a homogeneous 47

network. Whereas connectedness in a homogeneous network is 48

measured by how a given node is connected to other nodes, in a 49

supply network, connectedness should focus on how a demand 50

node is connected to any supply node. For instance, if a demand 51

node is connected to other demand nodes only but isolated from 52

a supply node, then it should not be considered as connected 53

because no supplies can reach the demand node. 54

Moreover, large global supply chains or networks are often 55

embedded in dynamic environments and may face disruptions, 56

such as natural disasters, economic recessions, unexpected ac- 57

cidents, or terrorist attacks. A disruption may initially affect 58

or disable only one or a few entities in the system, but its im- 59

pact may propagate, sometimes even with amplifications [2], 60

among interconnected entities. Such cascading disruptions will 61

thus affect the normal operations of many other entities. Occa- 62

sionally, failures in a small portion of the system may cause the 63

catastrophic failure of the whole system [3]. Those events may 64

seriously disrupt or delay the flow of people, goods, informa- 65

tion, and funds, leading to higher costs or reduced sales [4] and 66

affecting a company’s long-term stock performance [5]. There- 67

fore, designing supply chains that are robust against disruptions 68

is a high priority concern, and it has drawn a lot of attention 69

from managers, shareholders, and researchers [6], [7]. 70

Traditional research on supply-chain disruptions often adopts 71

the risk management perspective and focuses on strategies and 72

technologies to identify, assess, and mitigate risks and problems 73

caused by disruptions [4], [6], [7]. However, even though re- 74

search has revealed that the topology of a supply network will 75

affect its robustness [8], subsequent research in this direction is 76

lacking. 77

In this paper, we will adopt the complex-network view of 78

supply chains and study the robustness of heterogeneous dis- 79

tribution networks, i.e., the downstream part of a supply net- 80

work whose main goal is to distribute goods or services, from 81

a topological perspective. In particular, we are interested in un- 82

derstanding how the network topology affects various metrics of 83

connectedness in a distribution network in the presence of both 84

random and targeted disruptions. In addition to developing new 85

metrics for supply networks, another goal in this research is to 86

0018-9391/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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find a network design that can perform well under both random87

and targeted disruptions.88

A “full-spectrum” supply network is a large “ecosystem”89

with many actors, such as raw material providers, manufactur-90

ers, warehouses, distribution centers (DCs), and retailers. In91

this research, we will focus mainly on the distribution net-92

work in which manufacturers, distributors, and retailers have93

close interaction with each another. Thus, the managers of these94

organizations often have good knowledge of, as well as con-95

trol over, the network’s structure. Therefore, compared with96

the network from other parts of a supply network such as the97

procurement network, it is easier to change the topology of98

this part of an existing network or implement another network99

design.100

We believe that the topological perspective can help man-101

agers quickly evaluate the effectiveness of strategies to build a102

resilient1 distribution network. While building a new distribu-103

tion network from scratch is often a response to major disrup-104

tions [9], such as the Haiti earthquake and Hurricane Katrina,105

an organization may also take initiatives in rebuilding its supply106

network because today’s corporations have to respond to very107

dynamic global markets. In order to be competitive, they may108

need to “burn themselves down every few years and rebuild their109

strategies, roles, and practices” [10]. This includes rebuilding110

the corporation’s supply network [11]. Such active rebuilding of111

supply networks has been found in online retailers, chain retail112

stores, apparel manufactures, etc. [12]–[14]. The overhaul often113

aims at saving cost, improving responsiveness, raising customer114

satisfaction level, and so on.115

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first116

briefly review related research on the robustness of complex117

networks and distribution networks. Section III first proposes118

a new set of robustness metrics for heterogeneous distribu-119

tion networks. This section will also introduce a new rewiring120

approach for distribution networks called randomized local121

rewiring (RLR). Through computational simulations of a mil-122

itary logistic network and a retailer’s distribution network, we123

evaluate how our new model can help to improve the robustness124

of a distribution network in Sections IV and V. The paper will125

conclude with directions of future research.126

II. RELATED WORK127

First we briefly review related research on complex networks.128

Complex networks are defined as networks whose “physical or129

logical structure is irregular, complex, and dynamically evolv-130

ing in time” [15]. Research on complex networks has drawn131

growing interest during the past decades [16]–[18]. Researchers132

found that real-world networks, such as online social networks,133

the World Wide Web, and biological cellular networks, often134

have nontrivial and complex topologies that are different from135

lattice or random graph structures (with a Poisson degree dis-136

tribution). Scale-free [19] and small-world [20] are two well-137

known network structures that were proposed to represent the138

topologies of many real-world complex networks. Moreover,139

1Note that the terms resilience and robustness are used interchangeably in
this paper. We do not distinguish between them.

Fig. 1. Hierarchical distribution network.

some supply networks also show characteristics similar to those 140

of a scale-free network [21], [22]. Thus, in this paper, we will 141

study whether our new model can improve the robustness of 142

distribution networks with the two types of topologies. 143

Specifically, the robustness of complex network topologies 144

against normal failures and attacks has been analyzed. It has 145

been found that scale-free networks, which are a kind of complex 146

networks where the degree distribution follows a power law, 147

have very high tolerance against random failures, but are fragile 148

to disruptions that target the most connected nodes [23], [24]. 149

Compared with scale-free networks, random networks [25] are 150

less robust against random disruptions, but often have better 151

performance when important nodes fail. Grubesic et al. [26] 152

provided a review of approaches to assess network vulnerability 153

and robustness. 154

The research of Thadakamalla et al. [8] introduced the topo- 155

logical perspective into the study of the robustness of distri- 156

bution networks. The research argued that traditional supply 157

chains with hierarchical topologies are subject to disruptions. 158

For example, in the hierarchical distribution network in Fig. 1, 159

the failure of a single distributor disconnects about 25% of 160

the retailers from supplies. Using a military logistic network 161

as an example, the study compared the performance of distri- 162

bution networks with various complex network topologies in 163

two types of node-removal attack scenarios. The simulation re- 164

sults showed that the survivability of distribution networks is 165

improved by concentrating on the network topology. However, 166

the new network design proposed in this research is an ad hoc 167

model for military logistic networks only. Our research will fur- 168

ther extend this study and try to find a general design to improve 169

the robustness of distribution networks. 170

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 171

In this section, we first present the new taxonomy of robust- 172

ness metrics for distribution networks. It includes system- and 173

topology-level metrics, which reflect the heterogeneous roles of 174

different types of entities in distribution networks. Then, we in- 175

troduce a parameterized model that generates new distribution 176

network topologies by rewiring an existing one and evaluate 177

multiple distribution networks’ performance against disruptions 178

using our new metrics. 179
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Fig. 2. (a) and (b) Two sample distribution networks with the same number of
supply (S) and demand (D) nodes and edges. Network in (a) can maintain flow
of supplies better than the network in (b).

A1

A. New Robustness Metrics180

Robustness of a network is its ability to maintain opera-181

tions and connectedness when some structures or functions are182

lost [27]. A robust distribution network, whose main function183

is to deliver supplies in response to demands, should be able184

to maintain the flow of these supplies despite disruptions. Take185

the two illustrative networks in Fig. 2 as examples. There are186

two supply nodes, four demand nodes, and six edges in both187

networks. A demand node can get supplies from either sup-188

ply node. However, the two networks have different robustness189

against disruptions. For instance, if a supply node, say S2, fails190

because of disruptions, all demand nodes in the network shown191

in Fig. 2(a) can still access supplies from S1. Meanwhile, in the192

network shown in Fig. 2(a), the failure of S2 will interrupt the193

delivery of supplies to demand nodes D3 and D4.194

To measure the robustness of a complex network, we must195

first develop appropriate metrics. In most earlier research on196

the robustness of complex networks and supply networks, the197

evaluation of robustness often focuses on the largest connected198

component (LCC) in which there is a path between any pair199

of nodes [8], [23]. Most of the existing network metrics are200

standard topological metrics from graph theory, including char-201

acteristic path length, size of the LCC, average path length in202

the LCC, and the maximum path length in the LCC. Costa et al.203

provided a comprehensive survey of existing measurements for204

complex network [28]. Table I explains some of the commonly205

used metrics.206

These metrics assume that entities in a distribution network207

perform homogeneous roles or functions. However, in real-208

world distribution networks, different types of entities play dif-209

ferent roles in the system. Often times, the normal functioning of210

downstream entities may be highly dependent on the operations211

of upstream entities. As mentioned earlier, one of the fundamen-212

tal purposes of a distribution network is to deliver supplies from213

the supplier to the consumer. This type of “Supply–Demand”214

connection is the prerequisite for the flow of goods and services,215

and is critical for maintaining the operation of the distribution216

network.217

Take the military logistic network in [8] as an example. The218

network consists of battalions and support units, including for-219

ward support battalions (FSBs) and main support battalions220

(MSB). Support units play a different role from battalions in221

this network. Naturally, battalions cannot perform their military222

duties for long without receiving supplies from support units.223

Thus, a large connected component, in which there is no sup-224

port unit, or even where battalions are far from support units,225

should not be considered robust, as there is none or limited226

supply flow in such a subnetwork. Similarly, the distance be- 227

tween battalion and support units is generally more important 228

for a robust distribution network than the distance among bat- 229

talion units. Therefore, the heterogeneous roles (as supply and 230

demand nodes) of different types of entities in a distribution 231

network must be recognized when evaluating the robustness of 232

the distribution network. Although Albert et al. considered the 233

roles of power plants and substations in a power-grid network 234

when defining their connectivity metric [29], more systematic 235

formalization and analysis are still needed to find metrics to 236

reflect the robustness of distribution networks from more than 237

one perspective. Also, in their research, only the robustness of 238

a power grid was analyzed without offering any remedies. 239

The proposed taxonomy consists of system- and topology- 240

level metrics. Neely et al. proposed to use quality, flexibility, 241

time, and cost as four major performance metrics for supply 242

chains [30]. Although relying on topological measures, our met- 243

rics can also reflect some aspects of those four performance 244

metrics. 245

First, we introduce supply availability as a critical robust- 246

ness metric for distribution networks because it shows whether 247

entities in the network can get its requisite supplies to main- 248

tain normal operations. The inability to deliver goods to those 249

who need them is a failure, which will affect the quality of the 250

distribution network [31]. At the topological level, availability 251

can also be interpreted as supply availability rate, which is the 252

percentage of demand nodes that have access to supply nodes 253

through the network. 254

Consider a supply network as an undirected, unweighted 255

graph G(V,E) with node set V and edge set E, where ei,j ∈ E 256

denotes an edge between nodes vi, vj ∈ V . As shown in (1), 257

V is the union of two nonoverlapping subsets of demand and 258

supply nodes (sets VD , VS ), assuming a node cannot play both 259

roles in the supply distribution network. Then, (2) defines the 260

set of demand nodes that have access to supply nodes in the 261

network, where pathi,j denotes a path between nodes vi and vj . 262

Thus V ′
D is the set of demand nodes that have access to supply 263

nodes through the supply network. Consequently, the supply 264

availability AV for a distribution network is the ratio between 265

the cardinalities of sets V ′
D and VD [see (3)] 266

V = VD ∪ VS , where VD ∩ VS = φ (1)

V ′
D = {vi ∈ VD | ∃ vj ∈ VS : ∃ pathi,j} (2)

AV =
|V ′

D |
|VD | . (3)

The second metric we introduce is network connectivity. 267

Clearly, the connectivity of the whole network is very important. 268

On one hand, a well-connected network provides better access 269

flexibility [32] because there are more options for routing, or 270

rerouting, the delivery of goods to more customers, if supply 271

or demand patterns change or unexpected events occur. On the 272

other hand, flows of goods or services are often limited and less 273

fluid in networks that are partitioned into small components. In 274

complex network research, network connectivity is usually mea- 275

sured by the size of the LCC in which there is a path between 276

every pair of nodes. Here, we incorporate the idea of availability 277
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TABLE I
SOME STANDARD METRICS FOR NETWORK ROBUSTNESS

into this metric and use the size of the largest functional sub-278

network instead of the size of the LCC. For the supply network279

G(V,E), its largest functional subnetwork is defined as the node280

set Vsub . Nodes in the largest functional subnetwork satisfy the281

following two requirements282

∀vi, vj ∈ Vsub : ∃ pathi,j and ∃ vk ∈ Vsub : vk ∈ Vs. (4)

The difference between the old and the new metrics is that283

there must be at least one supply node in the largest functional284

subnetwork. A subnetwork of a distribution network cannot285

function or maintain the supply flow without a supply node in it.286

When nodes fail during disruptions, a distribution network that287

features a larger functional subnetwork can maintain a higher288

level of connectivity, and is considered more robust.289

The third and fourth new metrics are both related to delivery290

efficiency. While availability describes whether supplies can be291

delivered to a demand node from a supply node, it does not mea-292

sure how “efficient” the delivery is, in terms of lead time and293

transportation cost. One way to measure delivery efficiency is294

by the distance between supply and demand nodes. Intuitively,295

a shorter distance often means that goods can be delivered faster296

and cheaper, and thus, the network is more efficient. For net-297

works with homogeneous nodes, Latora and Marchiori [33]298

proposed the network-efficiency metric that is based on char-299

acteristic path length. However, in a heterogeneous distribution300

network, the distance between demand nodes is not as important301

as the distance between supply nodes and demand nodes.302

Consequently, we propose two new delivery-efficiency met-303

rics, which are based only on supply-path lengths, rather than304

all path lengths as in [33]. In a distribution network, a supply305

path for a demand node refers to the path between this demand306

node and a supply node. Then, the average (across all demand307

nodes) of a demand node’s shortest supply-path length to its308

nearest supply node, defined as AVG DIST in (5), is a measure309

of how fast supplies can be delivered to demand nodes across310

the distribution network. We use the reciprocal of the average311

as a metric for efficiency [defined as BEST DEF in (6)] so that312

a higher value corresponds to supplies being nearer and the313

network being more efficient.314

AVG DIST =
1

|V ′
D |

|V ′
D |∑

i=1

min{distance(vi, vj ),∀vj ∈ VS},

where vi ∈ V ′
D (5)

Fig. 3. (a) and (b) Two simple supply networks with supply nodes (denoted
with S) and demand nodes (denoted with D). Each edge represents a distance
of 1.

BEST DEF =
1

AVG DIST

=
|V ′

D |∑|V ′
D
|

i=1 min{distance(vi, vj ),∀vj ∈ VS}
,

where vi ∈ V ′
D . (6)

Efficiency BEST DEF answers the question “how far away 315

are the nearest supply nodes from demand nodes in the net- 316

work?” This is essentially the best case scenario for a demand 317

node to access supplies. What about the average case, since all 318

demand will clearly not be filled by the nearest source of sup- 319

ply? Perhaps, one might be tempted to consider the average of 320

shortest supply-path lengths between all pairs of connected de- 321

mand nodes and supply nodes. However, such an average fails 322

to capture the number of supply nodes that are accessible from 323

a demand node. In fact, with this average, demand nodes that 324

can access more supply nodes often look worse than those that 325

can access fewer supply nodes, as illustrated in the following 326

example. 327

Fig. 3 shows two simple distribution networks. In the net- 328

work shown in Fig. 3(a), demand node D1 has access to two 329

supply nodes S1 and S2, with supply-path length of 1 and 330

2, respectively. D2 is in the same situation. In the network 331

shown in Fig. 3(b), both demand nodes D3 and D4 can ac- 332

cess only one supply node S3 with supply-path length of 1. 333

There are four demand–supply pairs in the network shown in 334

Fig. 3(a), namely, D1–S1, D1–S2, D2–S1, and D2–S2. The av- 335

erage shortest supply-path length is (1 + 2 + 2 + 1)/4 = 1.5. 336

In the network shown in Fig. 3(b), there are two such pairs, 337

D3–S3 and D4–S3, with an average shortest supply-path length 338

of 1. Although the network shown in Fig. 3(a) has a longer av- 339

erage supply-path length, its supplies are often considered more 340

“accessible,” because if a demand node is able to access more 341

supply nodes, it clearly suggests that average delivery efficiency 342
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TABLE II
TAXONOMY OF THE NEW ROBUSTNESS METRICS FOR DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS

is greater. Of course, there is a tradeoff between having access343

to two supply nodes, each at a distance of 10 (or 100), versus344

one supply node at a distance of 1.345

Thus, we introduce a new metric called average delivery346

efficiency that combines both the number of supply nodes that347

can be accessed by a demand node and also the distance at which348

each supply node is located. It is based on inverse supply-path349

length calculation. For demand node Di , its average delivery350

efficiency AVG DEFDi
is defined in (7), where k is the total351

number of supply nodes that Di can access. The supply nodes352

are sorted based on their shortest distance to the demand node,353

ties being broken arbitrarily. Thus, disti,j represents the shortest354

path length from Di to its jth nearest supply node. For example,355

disti,2 is the shortest supply-path length from demand node356

Di to its second nearest supply node. The exponent f(j) is a357

weighting factor to specify the relative importance of shortest358

supply paths j among the k shortest supply paths to k supply359

nodes360

AVG DEFDi
=

k∑
j=1

[(
1

disti,j

)1/f (j )
]

. (7)

While one could define a weighting factor f(j) in many ways,361

it is reasonable to argue that f(j) should bea nonincreasing362

function of j, because the distance to a nearer supply node is363

often considered more important than that to a farther supply364

node. As 1/disti,j ≤ 1∀i, j, the lower the exponent f(j) is, the365

lower the (1/disti,j )1/f (j ) is. For example, if f(1) = f(2) = 1,366

then equal importance is assigned to both the first and second367

shortest supply paths. However, if f(2) is reduced to 0.5 and368

f(1) is kept as 1, then it suggests that the weighting factor for369

the second path is lower, reflecting the lesser importance of370

the second shortest path as compared to the shortest one. In371

general, different f(j) may be customized for different supply372

networks in various domains. For example, the function f(j)373

may vary from an exponential to a linear or sublinear decreasing374

function. (see Appendix A for desirable properties of a metric375

like AVG DEF.)376

Consequently, the average delivery efficiency for the whole377

distribution network, defined as AVG DEF in (8), is the average378

of AVG DEFDi
over all demand nodes in the network. Naturally,379

a higher AVG DEF value corresponds to greater efficiency. 380

AVG DEF =
1

|VD |

|VD |∑
i=1

AVG DEFDi
. (8)

Here, we show how AVG DEF is calculated for the network 381

in Fig. 3(a). We use f(j) = 1/j, thus f(1) = 1 and f(2) = 0.5. 382

Then, AVG DEF = (1 + 0.52 + 1 + 0.52)/2 = 1.25. 383

Overall, these metrics reflect the heterogeneous roles of dif- 384

ferent types of entities in distribution networks and improve our 385

ability to measure supply network robustness. Thus, we believe 386

the new taxonomy is more systematic and realistic as compared 387

to the metrics used in [8]. Table II summarizes our new metrics. 388

One might also combine these metrics into a single objec- 389

tive function in order to optimize the overall performance of a 390

network, if the context in which a specific distribution network 391

operates is known. For instance, a weighted linear combination 392

of the four metrics may serve as an overall robustness metric. 393

However, we decided to use multiple separate metrics instead 394

of a single composite one so as to gain a better understanding 395

of a supply network’s performance from different perspectives. 396

B. New Rewiring Approach for Distribution Networks (RLR) 397

Different ways to connect nodes in a network (often called 398

network growth in the literature) will lead to different network 399

topologies [34]. For example, preferential attachment of new 400

nodes with an existing node generates the scale-free topology 401

[19]. Connecting any two randomly chosen nodes in the network 402

with a predefined probability will create an Erdos–Renyi random 403

(ER-random) network [25]. Thadakamalla et al., also presented 404

a military logistic network model that uses arbitrary numbers 405

of edges and ad hoc attachment rules for battalions and support 406

units [8]. 407

Our new model, based on the rewiring of a distribution net- 408

work, is called RLR. To rewire a distribution network using 409

RLR, we iterate through all edges, and consider the pairs of 410

nodes at both ends of an edge. With a predetermined rewiring 411

probability pr , an edge will disconnect from one of its two 412

endpoints—the one with higher degree. Then, the other end- 413

point of the rewired edge will rewire the edge to connect with 414

a randomly chosen node within a radius of dmax . Unlike the 415
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Fig. 4. Pseudocode for the algorithm to generate the RLR network topology.

Thadakamalla model [8], this model does not require spe-416

cial attachment rules for different types of military units and417

may be applied to existing distribution networks with various418

topologies.419

The rewiring probability pr essentially determines how much420

rewiring will occur. On one hand, if pr = 0, no rewiring will421

take place and the network remains unchanged. On the other422

hand, if pr = 1, all edges will go through this random rewiring423

process. The other parameter, maximum rewiring radius dmax ,424

imposes a practical constraint for rewiring. In the context of a425

distribution network, a node may not be able to connect to any426

randomly selected node at will because the establishment of a427

connection between two nodes is often associated with cost.428

Connecting two nodes that are closer to each other is gener-429

ally more economical. Thus, the upper limit on the rewiring430

radius reflects this preference on locality. When implementing431

the algorithm, the radius can be either physical distance (say, in432

miles), or topological distance (in number of hops/edges).433

In general, the rewiring process aims at adding randomness in434

a controlled way to a distribution network. A higher pr value will435

lead to more rewiring, and thus, introduce more randomness,436

while a lower dmax will impose more control over rewiring.437

Fig. 4 shows the pseudocode for rewiring a network with RLR.438

It uses a function called “Rewire” that disconnects an edge from439

an existing node, and reconnects the remaining node (vtoKeep )440

of the edge to a new node (vnew ) chosen at random, provided441

vnew is not a direct neighbor of vtoKeep .442

C. Simulation-Based Approach443

Lacking access to a large real-world distribution network that444

can be rewired and disrupted at will for experiments, we must445

rely on computational simulations. The simulation enables us to446

generate different distribution networks with various topologies 447

and configurations and to apply the RLR approach to various 448

network topologies to see whether rewiring can help to improve 449

the robustness of distribution networks. 450

We also need a model to simulate disruptions. In the literature 451

on network robustness, two types of disruption scenarios based 452

on node removal are commonly studied: random and targeted. 453

In random disruptions, each node has the same probability of 454

failure. This scenario often corresponds to accidents (e.g., fires 455

and power outrage), and unexpected economic events (e.g., re- 456

cessions and bankruptcy). To simulate random disruptions, we 457

randomly remove nodes from the network. Edges that are con- 458

nected to them are also removed. 459

On the other hand, in targeted disruptions, important nodes are 460

more likely to be disrupted than unimportant ones. Examples 461

of targeted disruptions include terrorist and military attacks, 462

which often target critical entities in the system such as network 463

hubs. Among many metrics to measure a node’s importance in 464

a network, we chose the widely used degree centrality in line 465

with the earlier research [8] [23]. In other words, we assume 466

that the higher the node degree is, the more important it is. The 467

reason for picking degree as the indicator of importance is that 468

node degree is easier for attackers to find. High-degree nodes 469

are often more visible because they are in contact with many 470

other nodes [35]. Other centrality measures, such as closeness, 471

betweenness, and eigenvector centrality [36], require knowledge 472

of the network topology, which is usually difficult for attackers 473

to obtain. To simulate targeted disruptions, we remove nodes 474

in the order of decreasing node degree. In addition, because 475

the removal of one node will affect the degree of some other, 476

we recalculate the degrees of remaining nodes after each node 477

removal. This dynamic update ensures the removal of the node 478

with the highest degree in the remaining network. 479

Note that the focus of our study is the robustness of distri- 480

bution networks, and hence, we only consider disruptions at 481

the supply nodes, or supply disruptions. Disruptions at demand 482

nodes are not relevant for our purposes. 483

IV. EXPERIMENT FOR A MILITARY LOGISTIC NETWORK 484

In this section, we analyze how a RLR rewiring affects the 485

robustness of distribution networks with the well-known, scale- 486

free, and small-world topologies. Using an experiment for a 487

military logistic network, we describe our method for evaluat- 488

ing and comparing the robustness of different military logistic 489

network topologies using simulations. The results will be illus- 490

trated and discussed. 491

A. RLR Scale-Free Networks 492

1) Simulation Setup: The simulation scenario is based on 493

the military logistic network example in [8]. In this network, 494

demand nodes are battalions. We also consider MSBs and FSBs 495

as supply nodes for simplicity. The supply network consists of 496

1000 nodes, including 166 supply and 834 demand nodes. The 497

supply–demand ratio was estimated from a real-world military 498

logistic system [8]. RLR rewiring is performed with different 499

probabilities and the robustness of the so called RLR scale-free 500
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of simulated 70-node, 120-edge supply networks with various topologies. (Supply nodes are denoted in black and demand nodes are in white.)
(a) ER-random supply network. (b) Scale-free supply network. (c) RLR scale-free supply network (pr = 0.25).

Fig. 6. Distribution of the four simulated supply distribution networks with
1000 nodes each.

networks is analyzed. To better illustrate the robustness of dif-501

ferent distribution networks, we will also include an ER-random502

network in the comparison. For each supply network topology,503

we will first construct the network using the military logistic net-504

work configuration. Then, we will simulate disruptions to those505

networks and observe their responses on our aforementioned506

robustness metrics.507

We did not include the Thadakamalla model [8] in the com-508

parison because it often makes battalions the network hubs, i.e.,509

nodes with very high degrees, in the resulting supply network.510

This is not desirable because although a battalion can occasion-511

ally forward supplies to other battalions, it is not the primary task512

of a battalion, and a battalion should not forward supplies more513

than MSBs and FSBs do. Thus, we expect such a configuration514

to be rarely used in real-world military logistic systems.515

When RLR rewiring the military logistic network, we assume516

that all the military units are deployed in a battlefield and close517

to each other. Thus, when generating a RLR scale-free network,518

the distance between units is not a significant factor for se-519

lecting nodes as rewiring destinations. In other words, we set520

the maximum rewiring radius in the RLR approach to infinity521

(dmax = ∞) so that a rewired edge can randomly select a new522

destination node among all other nodes.523

For illustrative purposes, we show the snapshots of three524

70-node, 120-edge military logistic networks with ER-random,525

scale-free, and RLR scale-free (with pr = 0.25) topologies in526

Fig. 5(a)–(c). Fig. 6 illustrates the Ln–Ln degree distributions527

of the three networks.Q2 528

In our simulation, we remove eight nodes, about 5% of all529

the supply nodes, between successive observations. Because530

most attacks in a real-world network will disrupt only a rela- 531

tively small number of nodes, we simulate disruption scenarios, 532

where the percentage of supply nodes removed lies in the 0%– 533

20% range. During the process of node removal, we track the 534

robustness metrics for each network topology. When evaluat- 535

ing the average delivery efficiency of supply networks, we use 536

f(j) = 1 for (7), i.e., assigning equal importance to all sup- 537

ply paths. This experiment is repeated for various topologies in 538

order to facilitate a comparison among them. To ensure a fair 539

comparison, each network topology will have the same number 540

of nodes and edges. The average degree is kept at 3.6 edges per 541

node in our simulations so as to correspond with the military 542

supply network in [8]. 543

2) Simulation Results for Random Supply Disruptions: 544

Fig. 7 shows the responses to random disruptions of six net- 545

work topologies, including scale-free, ER-random, and four 546

RLR scale-free networks with various pr . The horizontal axes 547

denote the percentage of supply nodes removed, while the ver- 548

tical axes are values of the topology-level robustness metrics 549

proposed earlier in this paper. As one would expect intuitively, 550

the performance of all networks decreases when nodes are re- 551

moved from the network. The ER-random has the least value for 552

all four metrics, with small slopes and lower initial values. The 553

scale-free supply network excels in delivery efficiency (both, 554

best and average). Higher rewiring probabilities for RLR scale- 555

free networks lead to better availability and connectivity, but at 556

the cost of delivery efficiency. 557

Surprisingly, we find very good performance from the totally 558

rewired scale-free network, i.e., RLR scale-free with pr = 1, 559

which incorporates some level of random attachment in all its 560

edges. Fig. 7(a) and (b) reveals that random disruptions to 20% 561

of its supply nodes have negligible impact on its supply avail- 562

ability, which hardly decreases even 1%. Network connectivity 563

is also well preserved as almost all the remaining nodes are still 564

connected in one functional subnetwork. 565

3) Simulation Results for Targeted Supply Disruptions: Ar- 566

guably, robustness against targeted disruptions is more impor- 567

tant than against random disruptions because targeted disrup- 568

tions are usually more damaging than random ones. Also, mil- 569

itary logistic networks often face more targeted than random 570

attacks from opponents. Fig. 8 shows the responses of the six 571

network topologies to targeted disruptions. Similar to Fig. 7, the 572

horizontal axes denote the percentage of supply-node removal, 573

while the vertical axes are the topology-level robustness metrics. 574

As expected, robustness of all the four supply networks suffers 575
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Fig. 7. Various military logistic networks’ responses to random supply disruptions. Average of 20 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

Fig. 8. Various military logistic networks’ responses to targeted supply disruptions. Average of 20 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

different levels of deterioration when compared with the case of576

random disruptions.577

For the scale-free network, its supply availability and net-578

work connectivity deteriorate very rapidly. Although the scale-579

free network still maintains the highest efficiency at the early580

stage of disruptions, the deterioration rates on the two efficiency581

metrics are higher than for the other topologies. For example,582

scale-free networks have the highest average delivery efficiency583

when no disruption occurs, 47% higher than that of the ER- 584

random network. However, as supply nodes are removed, the 585

average delivery efficiency falls the fastest for scale-free, which 586

is a major drawback. When 10% of the supply nodes are re- 587

moved, scale-free already has lower average delivery efficiency 588

than ER-random. An additional 10% removal will make the av- 589

erage delivery efficiency of scale-free 27% lower than that of 590

ER-random. Generally, the performance of scale-free seems to 591
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Fig. 9. Various military logistic networks’ responses to random supply disruptions. Average of 20 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

confirm earlier research that it is very fragile to targeted disrup-592

tions [23].593

At the other end of the spectrum, the ER-random network594

deteriorates slowly with increasing failure rate on all the four595

metrics, but it still suffers from poor initial values. For instance,596

even though its rate of decrease in best delivery efficiency is597

much lower than for the scale-free and several RLR scale-free598

networks, 20% supply node removal is still not enough for the599

ER-random to catch up with the other topologies on the delivery-600

efficiency metrics.601

As for the RLR scale-free supply network, it still offers better602

availability and connectivity than scale-free. Its availability and603

connectivity also increase when using higher rewiring proba-604

bility pr . The supply availability and network connectivity of605

the RLR scale-free network with pr ≥ 0.5 are also higher than606

ER-random when 0%–20% of the supply nodes are removed. In607

terms of the efficiency metrics, its performance generally lies in608

between the scale-free and the ER-random, although the RLR609

scale-free with pr = 1 slightly outperforms the ER-random in610

average delivery efficiency. Higher pr not only leads to a lower611

initial delivery efficiency values but also to slower deterioration612

rates. Take average delivery efficiency as an example. At theQ3 613

very beginning, the scale-free (pr = 0) has the highest aver-614

age delivery efficiency and the ER-random the least. Most RLR615

scale-free networks fall between the two, and rewired scale-free616

with higher pr have better initial efficiency than those with lower617

pr . As supply nodes are removed, the gaps in average delivery618

efficiency get smaller. After 10% of supply-node removal, the619

RLR scale-free with pr = 1 actually has the best average de-620

livery efficiency, better than the scale-free, the ER-random, and621

other rewired scale-free with lower pr .622

B. Rewiring Small-World Networks With RLR 623

As we mentioned earlier, besides the scale-free topology, an- 624

other popular complex network topology is the small-world [20], 625

which features high clustering coefficients and low character- 626

istic path length. The degree distribution of a small-world net- 627

work is also more uniform than the highly skewed power law 628

distribution. Adopting the simulation settings in Section 4-A1, 629

we generate a small-world military logistic network using the 630

model proposed in [20], apply RLR to the small-world network, 631

and compare the robustness of the original small-world logis- 632

tic network with that of the rewired ones (referred to as RLR 633

small-world networks). 634

Fig. 9 illustrates the robustness of the military logistic network 635

with the small-world topology and RLR small-world networks 636

with various pr when random disruptions occur. RLR small- 637

world networks dominate the original small-world networks on 638

all four metrics. Higher rewiring probability pr generally leads 639

to better performance. The advantage of RLR small-world net- 640

works mainly lies in their good initial performance, especially 641

on the metric of best delivery efficiency. In terms of the rates 642

of performance deterioration when supply nodes are removed, 643

RLR small-world networks are only slightly slower than the 644

small-world network on the metrics of network connectivity 645

and average delivery efficiency. 646

The five networks’ robustness against targeted disruptions 647

(shown in Fig. 10) is similar to that against random disrup- 648

tions. Although the performance of all the distribution networks 649

deteriorates slightly faster than in random disruptions, more 650

rewiring still helps RLR small-world to become more robust 651

than small-world. 652
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Fig. 10. Various military logistic networks’ responses to targeted supply disruptions. Average of 20 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

C. Discussion653

According to our simulation study, rewiring a distribution654

network with RLR will affect its robustness in different ways.655

We first discuss the case when RLR is applied to a military656

logistic network with the scale-free topology. Comparing the657

scale-free distribution network with rewired RLR scale-free net-658

works, we found that there is no optimal network topology that659

dominates all others on every metric in both supply disrup-660

tion scenarios. Some earlier conclusions about the robustness of661

scale-free networks still hold in our heterogeneous military lo-662

gistic networks. For example, while a scale-free network is able663

to maintain good average delivery efficiency in random disrup-664

tions, its robustness against targeted disruptions is unacceptable665

with low supply availability and network connectivity. Although666

its initial delivery efficiency values are better than other topolo-667

gies, they deteriorate rapidly when high-degree supply nodes are668

disrupted.669

Now, we turn to RLR scale-free networks. Recall that the670

rewiring probability pr is tunable: a lower pr will retain more671

aspects of the original topology, while higher pr will add greater672

randomness. One advantage of RLR scale-free with high pr , say673

0.75 or 1, is that very high supply availability and network con-674

nectivity are maintained in both random and targeted disruptions675

(even as high as 20%). However, its delivery efficiency is often676

not as good as for the other topologies, even with a low rewiring677

probability, in both disruption scenarios. While topologies such678

as scale-free and ER-random are usually robust against one type679

of disruption but fragile to another type, RLR scale-free networks680

have the unique property that their behaviors on all four met-681

rics are relatively consistent in both types of disruptions, which682

gives rewired scale-free balanced robustness against both types683

of supply disruptions.684

In addition, for RLR scale-free networks, better performance 685

on availability and connectivity is often gained at the cost of 686

delivery efficiency. This tradeoff, together with the tunable 687

rewiring probability, provides another way to balance a dis- 688

tribution network’s robustness. If availability or connectivity is 689

more important than delivery efficiency for a distribution net- 690

work, an RLR scale-free distribution network with high rewiring 691

probability will be preferred. Conversely, for networks in which 692

delivery efficiency is critical, an RLR scale-free distribution net- 693

work with low rewiring probability may offer a better choice. 694

Another interesting issue pertains to the RLR scale-free net- 695

work with pr = 1. Since it randomly rewires every edge in 696

the scale-free network, one might expect it to approach a ran- 697

dom network. However, the ER-random network, which is con- 698

structed in a purely random manner, does not demonstrate 699

its well-known robustness against targeted disruptions in our 700

heterogeneous distribution networks. Although the ER-random 701

network generally features low performance deterioration rates 702

when supply nodes are removed (in both random and targeted 703

disruptions), it is outperformed by the RLR scale-free network 704

with pr = 1. 705

Then, what are the differences between the two supply net- 706

work topologies? The experimental results suggest that the ad- 707

vantage of RLR scale-free with pr = 1 mainly lies in its initial 708

performance. In an ER-random network, edges between any 709

pair of nodes are established based on a predetermined proba- 710

bility. We fear this growth model may leave some nodes with 711

no connection at all. 712

To confirm our conjecture, we drew the degree distributions 713

of simulated ER-random, scale-free, and RLR scale-free with 714

pr = 1 networks in Fig. 11. All three simulated networks have 715

1000 nodes and 1815 edges. The horizontal axes denote the 716
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Fig. 11. Degree distributions of simulated supply distribution networks (pr =
1 for the RLR scale-free supply network. All networks have 1000 nodes and
1815 edges).

degree of nodes, while the vertical axes reflect the probability717

of finding a node with a given degree. One might observe in718

Fig. 10 that some nodes have degree 0 and are thus isolated from719

other nodes in the ER-random network. Such isolation directly720

affects its initial values on the metrics. As a comparison, the721

simulated scale-free network has almost no zero-degree node,722

but features few nodes with very high degrees. The RLR scale-723

free network takes some advantage of the scale-free network’s724

good initial performance by using a scale-free network as the725

basis for rewring. As a result, the RLR scale-free has few, or726

none, disconnected nodes.727

Moreover, the degree distributions of simulated RLR scale-728

free networks are in accord with our theoretical analysis in729

Appendix B. Compared with the simplified RLR scale-free net-730

work with pr = 1 in Appendix B, the simulated rewired one with731

pr = 1 in Fig. 11 has a much shorter right tail and exhibits a732

near-Poisson degree distribution. The degree distribution of the733

simulated RLR scale-free supply network and its performance734

in the simulations also validate our earlier hypothesis regarding735

its networks’ topology and robustness. In addition, some may736

notice that the degree distribution of the scale-free network in737

Fig. 11 features fewer 1◦ nodes than 2◦ nodes. This is different738

from the monotonically decreasing distribution of the scale-free739

network in Appendix B. The low probability for 1◦ nodes can740

be explained by the simulation setting: each new node initiates741

an average of 1.8 edges in the simulation, and thus, very few742

nodes have only one edge in the resulting network.743

In contrast with the tradeoffs between scale-free and RLR744

scale-free, when RLR rewiring is applied to a military logistic745

network with small-world topology, its impact is very positive.746

RLR small-world networks can help to improve the original net-747

work’s robustness against both random and targeted disruptions,748

reflected by their very good performance on all four robustness749

metrics. Meanwhile, similar to RLR scale-free, the performance750

of RLR small-world distribution networks is also consistent in751

random and targeted disruptions.752

In sum, when applied to scale-free networks, RLR rewiring753

is able to represent both the preferential and random attach-754

ment networks at the extreme rewiring probabilities pr = 0 and755

pr = 1, respectively. Varying pr between 0 and 1 generates756

Fig. 12. Ln–Ln degree distribution of the retailer’s distribution network in
California. It has two scale-free parts. Hence, we call it quasi-scale-free.

intermediate supply networks that can balance the robustness 757

between scale-free and random distribution networks. When ap- 758

plied to small-world distribution networks, RLR can improve the 759

robustness against both random and targeted disruptions, with 760

higher pr leading to better performance. 761

V. EXPERIMENT FOR A RETAILER’S DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 762

To further evaluate the performance of the RLR approach, we 763

conducted another experiment and applied the model to a com- 764

mercial distribution network—a leading retailer’s distribution 765

network in the state of California. Different from the synthe- 766

sized scale-free or small-world military logistic networks, the 767

retailer’s distribution network does not conform to any estab- 768

lished complex network topology, and thus, provides a more 769

realistic test bed for RLR. 770

A. Simulation Setting 771

The distribution network consists of 185 nodes, including 2 772

warehouses (both are located in southern California), 7 DCs, and 773

176 stores. We also have the address of each node, and are able to 774

calculate the physical distance between any two nodes. As this 775

three-level structure is also quite similar to the military logistic 776

network in the earlier experiment, we consider warehouses and 777

DCs as supply nodes and are stored as demand nodes. On the Q4778

basis of the retailer’s rule of building a distribution network, we 779

are able to generate a distribution network with the following 780

realistic configuration: 1) the two warehouses are connected; 781

2) each DC randomly connects to one or two warehouses and 782

two other DCs; 3) each store uses preferential attachment to 783

connect to a one or two DCs within a radius of 300 miles. Ten 784

percent of all stores are able to connect directly to a warehouse. 785

The degree distribution of the retailer’s distribution network 786

(shown in Fig. 12) is a combination of two power laws. This is 787

because the roles of nodes in the somewhat hierarchical distribu- 788

tion network polarize the node degrees. Lower in the hierarchy, 789

stores’ degrees are in the range of 1–3, and follow the power 790

law distribution (on the left), while DCs and warehouses gen- 791

erally have degrees higher than 12, and their node degrees are 792

reflected in the power law distribution on the right. Even though 793

this network is not a scale-free or small-world network, we can 794

still apply the RLR approach and rewire it. 795
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Fig. 13. Various retail distribution networks’ responses to random supply disruptions. Average of 30 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

As California is very large and the retailer’s facilities are796

located all across the state, our RLR approach in this experi-797

ment will consider the radius limit when rewiring edges. While798

robustness is important, the cost to operate the distribution net-799

work is also a major concern for the retailer. It is expensive to800

rewire an edge and connect a store in southern California, an801

area with several DCs, to a DC in northern California 600 miles802

away. In this experiment, we set the maximum rewiring radius803

dmax = 300 miles so that an edge’s rewiring destination must804

be within a physical distance of 300 miles from the node that805

the edge currently attaches to.806

In the experiment, we also consider both random and tar-807

geted disruptions to the distribution network. While random808

disruptions can happen in any distribution network, this re-809

tailer’s distribution network may also face targeted disruptions.810

As a major retailer with hundreds of billions of annual sale811

around the world, the company is a strategic target for terrorist812

attacks and cyber attacks [37], which tend to aim at warehouses813

and DCs that play more important roles in the network. Also,814

some of the retailer’s highly connected warehouses and DCs815

are located near the coast of southern California, an area that is816

more subject to earthquakes and tsunamis than other areas in the817

state.818

In our simulation, we removed five supply nodes (out of819

nine)—one at a time between successive observations. During820

the process of node removal, we track the robustness metrics821

for each network topology. While evaluating the supply net-822

works, we also set f(j) = 1 in (7) for average delivery effi-823

ciency. We apply the RLR approach with four different rewiring824

probabilities (pr = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1) to the original net-825

work (pr = 0) and compare the robustness of rewired networks826

(referred to as RLR retail networks) with the original one.827

B. Experimental Results 828

Figs. 13 and 14 show the performance of the five distribution 829

networks against random and targeted disruptions, respectively. 830

The horizontal axes denote the number of supply nodes that 831

have been removed, and the vertical axes are the topology-level 832

supply-network robustness metrics. As one can see, the results 833

are similar to those for the military logistic network. 834

The original distribution network is able to maintain very 835

good delivery efficiency in both types of disruptions. Its deliv- 836

ery efficiency does not change when supply nodes are removed 837

because, as noted earlier, nodes in the network generally follow 838

a hierarchical structure. Stores only connect to DCs or ware- 839

houses, but do not connect to other stores. Thus, if a store can 840

still access a DC or a warehouse after disruptions, the clos- 841

est DC or warehouse is always the store’s immediate neighbor. 842

However, when disruptions happen, the network is fragmented 843

easily and many stores lose access to DCs or warehouses, as 844

shown by its very fast deterioration in network connectivity and 845

supply availability, especially in targeted disruptions. 846

In summary, the experiment on the retailer’s distribution net- 847

work also reveals that no network topology can dominate all 848

others on every metric, but it is important to understand the 849

tradeoffs that are involved. The experiment also validates the 850

advantage of RLR retail networks on supply availability and 851

network connectivity, as well as its stable performance in both 852

random and targeted disruptions. 853

As mentioned earlier, some retailers may adjust or rebuild 854

their distribution networks to adapt to the changing market con- 855

ditions. Our approach offers a simple yet effective heuristic 856

strategy to improve the distribution network’s robustness on 857

supply availability and network connectivity. A manager of the 858

distribution network can add some controlled randomness into 859
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Fig. 14. Various retail distribution networks’ responses to targeted supply disruptions. Average of 30 runs. (a) Supply availability. (b) Network connectivity.
(c) Best delivery efficiency. (d) Average delivery efficiency.

the existing network by rewiring edges. The manager can select860

new destination of a rewired edge among nodes that are not861

too far away from the remained node of the edge. The tunable862

rewring probability and the maximum rewiring distance also863

allow the retailer to balance the distribution network’s availabil-864

ity/connectivity and delivery efficiency on the basis of robust-865

ness requirements and the operation budget.866

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK867

In this paper, we study the robustness of heterogeneous distri-868

bution networks against supply disruptions from the perspective869

of complex network topologies. We first propose the new tax-870

onomy of distribution-network robustness metrics to reflect the871

fact that nodes play heterogeneous roles in a distribution net-872

work, which is not the case for many other networks. Hence, the873

notions of robustness change. The taxonomy consists of system-874

level metrics, including supply availability, network connectiv-875

ity and delivery efficiency, and corresponding topology-level876

metrics. The second contribution of this paper is the new RLR877

approach, which is based on probabilistic and localized rewiring878

of a distribution network. Such rewired distribution networks879

rewired with the RLR approach with various rewiring probabil-880

ities have some nice robustness properties under both random881

and targeted supply disruptions. In our experiments, we ap-882

ply the model to military logistic networks with scale-free and883

small-world topologies and the retailer’s distribution networks884

to compare the robustness of original and rewired networks in885

detail using computational simulations. The results suggest that886

the rewired distribution networks generally have stable robust-887

ness against both types of disruptions.888

We found that the choice of distribution network topology 889

affects its robustness, and the proposed RLR approach can im- 890

prove the robustness of a distribution network in supply avail- 891

ability and network connectivity, and is a good option in situa- 892

tions where both random and targeted disruptions can occur. We 893

also compared the effect of varying the rewiring probability pr 894

on the performance. Increasing pr , i.e., bringing more controlled 895

randomness into the network, generally leads to better supply 896

availability and network connectivity, but at the cost of delivery 897

efficiency, if the original network has a nonuniform or skewed 898

degree distribution. This is intuitively meaningful. To decide 899

the optimal value for pr , a designer or manager should consider 900

the tradeoff between the higher costs of accessing supply nodes 901

because of longer distances when pr is high versus the cost of 902

stock outs, if some nodes cannot obtain supplies when pr is low. 903

Although we use a military logistic network and a retailer’s 904

distribution network as two case studies from different indus- 905

tries, the taxonomy of robustness metrics and the RLR approach 906

may also provide insights to the study and design of robust dis- 907

tribution networks in other domains or industries. Specifically, 908

our approach provides a simple strategy for supply-chain de- 909

signers or managers to adjust or fine-tune existing distribution 910

networks and get balanced robustness on the four new metrics 911

when both random and targeted disruptions are likely to happen. 912

Our simulation platform also provides the basis for the future 913

development of a decision support tool. Such a tool will help 914

managers to: 1) evaluate the robustness of an existing supply 915

network; 2) assess how possible rebuilding strategies affect the 916

resulting network’s robustness; and 3) quickly make rewiring 917

decisions when disruptions occur. In addition, the research may 918

also be applicable in other complex networks whose operations 919

rely on the delivery of people, information, goods, or services 920
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between entities with heterogeneous roles. Example networks921

with similar features may include communication networks such922

as the Internet (with servers and clients), and infrastructure net-923

works such as power grids.924

There are several areas that we would like to address in fu-925

ture. First, in our simulation of disruptions, we only consider the926

removal of nodes, which corresponds to the failures of entities927

in a supply network. Actually, a real-world supply network may928

also face disruptions of connections, e.g., a road block may force929

a manufacturer to find an alternative path to deliver the goods.930

Thus, it would be useful to study the removal of edges from931

the supply network. Second, our analysis of robustness in this932

paper is only on the topological level. Nevertheless, the design933

of supply networks in the real world needs to consider more934

operational level factors and constraints, such as the capacities935

of supply nodes, the needs of demand nodes, and the cost of936

transportation. Thus, we also plan to apply network optimiza-937

tion techniques to robustness analysis so that this research can938

provide better decision support.939

Third, as suggested in earlier research [38], we would also940

like to study the effect of adaptive behavior, such as increased941

capacity and new delivery routes, on the distribution network942

robustness in the presence of disruptions. Fourth, this research943

classifies nodes in a distribution network into two roles: sup-944

ply and demand nodes. While this classification is simple and945

straightforward, it may overlook the diversity of node roles in946

a supply network. By incorporating more heterogeneous roles947

into this research, we will be able to improve the validity of948

our conclusion. Other possible research directions include a949

more analytical study of the robustness of networks rewired950

with RLR, and the cascading failures of nodes caused by load951

redistribution [39].952

APPENDIX A953

PROPERTIES OF A GOOD METRIC FOR AVERAGE954

DELIVERY EFFICIENCY955

The average delivery efficiency metric must integrate in the956

evaluation both the number of accessible supply nodes and the957

length of supply paths to those supply nodes. For demand node958

Di , its average delivery efficiency AVG DEFDi
must satisfy the959

following three requirements (under the reasonable assumption960

that higher average delivery efficiency is better).961

1) If two demand nodes can access the same number of962

supply nodes, the metric should favor the one with963

shorter supply-path length. For example, given two de-964

mand nodes Dp,Dq ∈ VD , both nodes can access m sup-965

ply nodes S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm ∈ VS with shortest supply-path966

lengths lp,1 , lp,2 , . . . , lp,m and lq ,1 , lq ,2 , . . . , lq ,m , respec-967

tively. Then, the average delivery efficiency value of the968

two demand nodes must satisfy the following equation:969

If ∀i ∈ [1,m], lp,i ≤ lq ,i ,

then AVG DEFDp
≤ AVG DEFDq

. (9)

2) The metric should provide some reward to a demand970

node that can access more supply nodes. For instance,971

demand node Dp ∈ VD can only access supply nodes 972

S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm ∈ VS with shortest supply-path lengths 973

lp,1 , lp,2 , . . . , lp,m . Demand node Dq ∈ VD can also ac- 974

cess these m supply nodes, with shortest supply-path 975

lengths lq ,1 , lq ,2 , . . . , lq ,m , respectively. However, Dq can 976

also access k, where k ≥ 1, additional supply nodes 977

Sm+1 , . . . , Sm+k ∈ VS with shortest supply-path lengths 978

lp,m+1 , . . . , lp,m+k . Then, the following equation must 979

hold: 980

If ∀i ∈ [1,m] : lp,i = lq ,i ,

then AVG DEFDp
< AVG DEFDq

. (10)

3) The metric must be able to handle the situation when a 981

demand node is not connected to any supply node, i.e., its 982

shortest supply-path length to any supply node is infinity. 983

If demand node Dp ∈ VD cannot access any supply node, 984

then AVG DEFDp
= 0. 985

APPENDIX B 986

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DEGREE DISTRIBUTION FOR 987

SIMPLIFIED RLR SCALE-FREE NETWORKS 988

In networks with homogeneous nodes, degree distribution is 989

often closely related to the network’s robustness [23]. Now, let 990

us briefly look at the degree distribution PRL(k) of a simplified 991

RLR scale-free network with n nodes and m edges. Assume 992

P (k0) = k−r
0 is the degree distribution of the scale-free net- 993

work generated with the preferential attachment model [19]. 994

The maximum node degree is D and the rewiring probability 995

is pr . Then, we have (11), where Pdiscon(x, k0) is the prob- 996

ability that x edges are disconnected from a node with degree 997

k0 ; Pnew (k − k0 + x,mpr ) is the probability that among all the 998

mpr edges to be rewired, k − k0 + x connect to the same node. 999

Both probabilities are based on binomial distributions 1000

PRL(k) =
D∑

k0 =0

P (k0)

[ k0∑
x=0

Pdiscon(x, k0)Pnew (k − k0 + x,mpr )
]
. (11)

For the purpose of simplicity, we assume that when rewiring 1001

an edge, we randomly choose one end to disconnect and set 1002

dmax = ∞. Using this simplified rewiring, we have 1003

Pdiscon(x, k0) =
(

k0

x

)(pr

2

)x (
1 − pr

2

)k0 −x

(12)

Pnew (k − k0 + x,mpr )

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
mpr

k − k0 + x

)(
1

n − 2

)k−k0 +x(
1 − 1

n − 2

)mpr −k+ko −x

,

if k − k0 + x ≥ 0

0, otherwise.

(13)
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Fig. 15. Inferred degree distributions of scale-free and three simplified RLR
rewired scale-free networks.

The expected value of Pdiscon(x, k0) is E(Pdiscon(x, k0)) =1004

k0pr/2. This means that a node with degree k0 in the1005

scale-free network will on average lose k0pr/2 edges in1006

the rewiring process. The expected value of Pnew (k − k0 +1007

x,mpr ) is E(Pnew (k − k0 + x,mpr )) = mpr/(n − 2). As1008

n � 2, E(Pnew (k − k0 + x,mpr )) ≈ mpr/n, where m/n =1009

〈k0〉 is the average degree in the network. We can then infer1010

that a node in the original scale-free network will, on aver-1011

age, get 〈k0〉 pr new edges in the rewiring process. As a result,1012

a node with original degree k0 will on average have degree1013

k0 + 〈k0〉 pr − k0pr/2 after rewiring. In the rewired network,1014

a node with original degree k0 > 2 〈k0〉 will most likely have1015

lower degree, while a node with original degree k0 < 2 〈k0〉will1016

generally get higher degree.1017

Using (11)–(13), we can infer the degree distributions of sim-1018

plified rewired networks. In Fig. 15, we draw the inferred degree1019

distributions of three simplified rewired networks, each with1020

different rewiring probabilities. The horizontal axes denote the1021

degree of nodes; the vertical axes reflect the probability that a1022

node has a given degree. As a comparison, we also include the1023

scale-free network with degree distribution P (k) = k−2.9 [19].1024

Each network has 1000 nodes and 1815 edges. The maximum1025

node degree D is set to 70, but Fig. 15 only shows probabil-1026

ities for node degrees up to 12, because the probabilities for1027

still higher degrees nodes is very small. As the figure shows, a1028

higher rewiring probability for the simplified rewired network1029

will lead to fewer high-degree nodes and more nodes with low1030

and medium degrees. The degree distributions of rewired net-1031

works generally become less skewed than that of the scale-free1032

network. As the rewiring probability increases, the degree dis-1033

tribution of a simplified rewired scale-free network gradually1034

approaches a Poisson distribution.1035

Recall that in the RLR approach, instead of randomly choos-1036

ing which node to disconnect, we actually disconnect an edge1037

from the node with higher degree, which means high-degree1038

nodes would lose and low-degree nodes would gain more edges1039

in the rewiring process. As a result, the degree distribution of a1040

RLR scale-free network should be more homogeneous than that1041

of a simplified rewired network with the same rewiring proba-1042

bility, which means a RLR scale-free network will have many1043

nodes with medium degrees and few nodes with high or low1044

degrees. Earlier research on networks revealed that robustness 1045

in the presence of targeted failures increases when nodes have 1046

similar degrees [23]. Thus, we hypothesize that RLR scale-free 1047

should have better robustness than scale-free networks in tar- 1048

geted supply disruptions. We will validate this hypothesis with 1049

our simulations of specific distribution networks. 1050
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